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PADINAll. XY., THURSDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 18, 1'901
. WORTEN'S DEMUR-
: RER OVERklikO
JUDGE REED ORDERED THU
IN THE REGISTER'S SUIT •
•
•
VIRGIL HOLCOMB• EXECUTED BOND
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH IS
if GIVEN EXTENSION OF T
IME
IN WHICH TO PAY.
•
4
•
Nets-ice Bagby of Bankrupt Court Set
November tat as Time for Reh-
kopf's Creditors' Meeting.
lti the circuit court 
yesterday
Judge Reed made many orders,
 set-
ting cases for trial, disposing 
of nio-
tons, and handling other 
matters.
He overruled the demurrer 
Markle
Worten liled to the suit of Jame
s E.
Wilhelm and The—Register Newspa-
per Company, against Worten. 
Wor-
ten plead that there was 
not sufficient
cause for action in the suit 
against
him by The Register, but the 
judge
thought otherwise by overrullin
g eat
:demurrer. The paper sues 
Worten
Tor damages on the ground 
that be
brought suits against it in 
Livingston
county, knowing there was nothi
ng in
the actions, that put the 
paper to
great expense.
Holcomb Released.
Virgil Holcomb has been releas-
ed from the county jail wher
e he
was lodged on being arrested on 
the
charge of robbing the safe and cash
drawer of the steamer Kentucky of
about Um. Holcomb secured has
liberty by giving bond of $o°,
wh:ch is much less than the sum he
• is accused of stealing. Theodore
• Peters went his security.
Payment Extension.
In the county clerk's office yes-
• terday there was lodged a document
4
'in which the First Christian church
IA this city is given an extension 
in 
time until iott to pay $7,000 the con-
grs gallon owes to the North West-
ern Mutual Life Insurance Company
Of Wisconsin.
Powero Attorney.
A C. Smith has conferred power.,of
attorney on W. A Berry, and the
document lodged yesterday with the
clerk.
Property Disposed of
Arthur Y. Martin, trustee in bank-
ruptcy of Charles Q.°C. Leigh has
transferred to Effie Leigsh for $4,o75
property at Fourth and Kentucky
avenue. The deed was recorded yes-
• terday with the clerk.
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
mild to J. H. Morris for $399.t0, land
• in the county.
• Land on Newtons creek in the
county 'has been transferred by G.
I.. Matlock to E. A. Nelson for $oon
W. ff. Bofin bought from Lula
De avers for $525, property on Kin-
kead street.
Albert F. Miles sold to Sydney L
Huggins for $1,175 property out
the county.
•
Rehkopf Matter.
Yesterday Referee Bagby of the
bankrupt court issued an order di-
recting that all parties having
Claims ,against the E. Rehkopf Sad-
dlery Company to meet November
1st at the referee's office for purpose
of selecting the trustee who wo
'have charge of the bankrupt firm's
• property while the bpsiness is be-
• ing wound dp.
Yesterday the urn filed in the
'bankrupt court a duplicate of the
...schedule of liabilities and assets the
z
. weeksseignee lodged several  ago in
• county court Referee Bagby
• ;would not accept the duplicate, but
*.e. -ordered another made out.
Receiver Cecil Reed yesterday
;moved the books, office equipment
and other effects from the building
• nto Broadway to Ir. 
Reed's office
the Columbii4Iding on Broad-
way, between ast Sixth. !
• B. Rehkopf, individually, owned the
210 Broadway building tint the cot-
pc-ration occupied as an office, but he
sold the house to the Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank some weeks
ago. This finannial institution gets
possession October ssnd of the euild-
log which they will equip mlith steel
vaults owl fixtures', and th,A use it
at the place of banking business.
Yesterday in the circuit court Hen-
drick, Miller and Marble, represent-
ing creditors of the Rehkopf firm,
oved that Judge Reed give judg-
rneht against the firm for the $11,000
orth of debts sued on. The judge
heti not yet acted on the motion, de-
siring to wait and see if the firm will
fight the case, and then if no pro-
lest IS offerred by the bankrupt
house, judgment goes for the credi-
tole.
JUDGE FINED OTHER JUDGE.
Willie Doyle Fined $t and Costs for
Getting Drunk and Cursing
Everybody.
Judge Richard T. Lightfoot, county
judge, was yesterday morning, in the
police court, fined $5 and costs for
permitting his horse to run at large
upon the public streets of this city.
Alice Perkins, colored, was fined
$1 and costs for being drunk.
William Doyle was fined $1 and
costs for getting drunk arid loudly'
cursing at Fourth and Broadway. He
is employed by the Illinois Central
railroad. •
Lathan Gray was given a continu-
ance until tomorrow of the warrant
charging her with malicious cut-
ting a negro man during a fight at
Tenth and Kentucky avenue.
Tom Clark was tined $1 and costs
for being drunk.
Henry Murray was dismissed of
the charge of slapping the Scott In
REMAINS HERE.
Dr. Robert Rivers Stays at Smith-
land and Will Not go West.
Dr. Robert }rivers intended to
leave for Ardmore, Indian Territory,
to locate and start the infirmary for
which he was organizing a stock
cianapany, burhas cedided to remain
in Sznithland, Ky., on account of the
aged and enfeebled ,condition of his
wife's father, Attorney Bush, being
such that it is not deemed advisable
for them to locate in the West.
Dr. Rivers has let the contract for
a handsome home he will erect at
Smithland, where he has opened his
offices. He and his wife have been
spending the summer there and in-
tended leaving for Ardmore several
weeks ago, when Attorney Bush was
stricken' with heart trouble and at
deeps's door for many days.
Mr. E. S. Fakes um gone to Ar-
kansas and Dallas, Tains.
IMMIORATWN -
VICE-PRESIDENTS
MEETING HELD TODAY TO
OUTLINE POLICY TO
BE PURSUED. .
The Agricultural Convention Opens
This Morning at The Kentucky
For Session.
President Henry Hughes of ehe
Immigration Association of Western
Kentucky, will this morning at 9
o'clock hold a meeting of the county
vice presidents for the purpose of
forming •their plans looking towards
vigorously pushing their intention of
securing many immigrants to locate
in this portion of the country.
Several weeks ago during the im-
migration convention here, the asso-
ciation was organized arid Mr.
Hughes made president. He named a
vice president from each of the thir-
teen counties in this congressional
district, and also a vice president
from the several Southern Illinois
counties across the river.
The object of the organization is to
get, as. many immigrants as possible
to settle in this section of the two
states, and during today's session the
officials will talk over the matter in
its many phases and then ecide
what step is best to be taken 'n the
way of inducing these new settlers to
establish themselves around here.
Farmer's Institute.
Quite a number at delegates have
arrived for the Agricultural conven-
tion that opens here this morning at
The Kentucky and continues in ses-
sion until Saturday afternoon. Some
of the well known speakers have al-
ready commenced to reach the elf,*
also.
—The I C pay car left yesterday,
after paying off the Paducah men.
The wages of about too etyployea
were attached for debts they owe.
Magistrates attached the money,
—The Salvation Army is holding
nightly services on the street nine
DEMOCRATIC GIVES HIS LIFE
VACANCIES TO SAVE.. GIRLS
•••
VOL. 23, NUMBER 1521
1 WO SCHOOL TRUST)z-F.S AND CHAUFFEUR FACES CHOICE
ONE COUNCILMAN NAMED ON CLIFF—OWN FATE
LAST NIGHT. PENALTY FOR FOLLY.
THEY TAKE- PLACES
OF THOSE REFUSING
TRAGEDY ENDS A MAD
RIDE TO BREAK RECORD
COLONEL JOHN k. HENDRICK A RECORD-SEEKING DRIVE
SHORTLY LEAVES ON AN- OVER ROUGH PATH PERKS
OTHER TOUR. THE GIRLS.
Congressman 011ie M. James and
Harry G. Tandy Arrived Here
Last Evening.
The vacancies upon the city demo-
cratic tickgt were filed last evening
during the meeting of the city demo-
cratic committee in the City Hall. Mr.
Harry Clement was named the party
nominee for school trustee from
the third ward, Albert Metcalf nomi-
nee for trustee from the 'fifth ward,
and R. J. Wilson the nominee for
councilman from the Sixth ward.
Mr. E. W. Bonkman, the coffee
dealer of Seventh and Kentucky ave-
nue, was nominated at the democrat-
ic primary several weeks ago as the
party candidate for trustee from the
third ward, but he declines to ac-
cept and the committee ordered his
name stricken from the ballot and
there substituted Mr. Harry Cle-
ments, the book and stationer dealer
associated with his brother Mr.
Richard Clements of Broadway be-
side The Palmer. He resides at
;lath and Clark.
Mr. Charles Smith of Mechanics-
burg, was named at the primary as
the nominee for councilman from the
sixth ward, but declining to serve,
the committee isubstituted for him
Mr. R. J. Wilson, the Mechanins-
burg grocer.
During the democratic primary J.
A Cole, the contractor, was nomi-
nated as the candidate for trustee
from ,the fifth ward, but it developed
 thot he lived over in the fourth ward,
he was disqualified and could not
run as a member of the school
boacd has to residgoiaothe ward from
which he is elected. His disqualifies-
on left a vacancy in the fifth and
the committee named as the party
candidate, Mr. Albert Metcalfe the
insurance agent who lives on South
Fourth street.
During the meeting last night the
nommittee canvassed the returns of
the democratic primary of several
weeks ago, and certified the result
to County Cleric Smedley so he will
know whose names go on the gen-
eral election ballot. The canvass of
the returns showed the reports in
The Register the morning following
the primary election, were correct.
Another Tour of State.
Hcn. John K. Hendrick expects to
leave the first of next week for an-
other_ tour_ through the state in the
interest of his candidacy for the state
attorneystgeneralship nomination.
There is no question but what he will
be nominated and 'his trips apparent-
ly useless, but he desires to keep
out in the field and in touch with
everything that is going on in this
line. The H pkinsville Kentuckian
of yesterday remarked editorially re-
garding him:
"Hon. John K. Hendrick seems to
be assured of an easy victory for
attorney general. Everybody in this
county is for him and his majority
all over Western Kentucky will
reach landslide proportions."
Politicians Here.
Congressman 011ie M. James and
Harry G. Tandy, arrived here last
evening and both are at The Palmer,
the latter coming from Frankfort.
—This afternoon at 3:30 o'clock
the Lutheran League of the German
Lutheran church meets at the par-
sonage, and all Ltembers are urged to
attend as important business comes
up.
—A wild rabbit was caught in the
postoffice yard yesterday morning
by a large crowd that chased the lit-
tle fellow.
—Rev. T. D. McCall, of Woodville,
and Rev. G. Dallas Smith of Bard-
well., will next Sunday start a two
weeks' revival underneath a big tent
at Maxon's Mill, down in the coun-
ty.
—Wm. Sweeney, the moulder, has
bought Jack Nelson's intefest in the
ars an4 Nelson saloon at Thlrd
and Norton.
Sacrifice Saves Them—His Last
Thought Was About Their
Welfare.
New York, Oct. 17.—There were
two courses open to Louis Lieber,
professional chauffeur, when the au-
to he was driving at sixty miles an
hour swept around a curve in a nar-
row cliff road in the Rampano hills
and he aw the other machine, with
two women in it, speeding toward
him. He might go on, which meant
certain death to the women, or he
neght whir: his own car from the
road, which meant certain death for
him. He chose the latter course and
v. as killed.
The women who owe their lives to
the chauffeur's sacrifice are two
daughters of R. Fulton Cutting. They
did not escape altogether • without
injury, for their own chzufeur, not
able to divine what Lieber would do
in the emergency, turned his machine
into the hill and they jumped just
as Lieber's machine crumpled again-
st the rocks into which lie drove it.
It was such a tragedy as make the
nightmare of all autoists who have
the speed mania in their blood, a life
or death haeard, to be decided in the
faction of a second Lieber thought
it out quicker than his machine was
fbing. He knew when he turned
his steering wheel he was driving to
death, lot he knew that if he hesi-
Ltedelfite lives of the women in the
other car, whom he had recognized,
twould pay the forfeit.
Tragedy on Marrow Cliff Road.
One of the new roads which E. H.
Harriman has built along the east-
ern cliff of the Ramapo hills was
the scene of this. the most thrilling
of recent auto tragedies, yes-
terday. The road is just a narrow
ledge in the face of the mountain,
winding about it tortuously a 'hun-
ured feet from its base. On Dne
sde the hill rises sheer and rock
strewn On the other it falls dizzily.
Only at wide intervals is there room
for two machines to pass, and even
at these the feat require, care and
skill. The road itself is rough,. just
ae it was when hewn out of the hill.
Lieber, who was employed as
c'hauffer by C. B. Sloan, of Garrison,
N. Y., was driving along in a big
touring car from New York to New-
burg. He was mad enough to try
and make a new speed record over
the rough cliff road. His car was
traveling at an average speed of not
much less than sixty miles an hour,
tak:ag the turns in hair-raising style
on one wheel. All who saw its wild
burst over the dangerous road look-
ed and shuddered.
Meets Crisis Where Road in Worst
Just a few minutes before the trag-
edy, W. P. McClellan saw the ma-
chine from his window, and believing
that it had got beyond the control
of the chauffeur, jumped into 1
own automobile and risked his own
neck in pursuit, intending to give aid
if be could. But peber who saw
and understood just laughed and
went on and McClellan quickly was
outdistanced.
High up on the face of the hill
where the road is narrowest and
roughest end the turns are sharpest,
Lieber stal was tearing along at a
mile a minute pace. Suddenly round-
ing a turn he saw in the road ahead
of him and traveling fast toward him
the auto containing the Cutting
girls. He knew the auto and wh
it contained.
The road 'is 'barely auto wi at
that "point with a hundred foot drop
into 'the valley on one side and the
steet5 hill on the other. It was only
a question of seconds until the ma-
chines would meet if each kept on.
dhocree4 Own Death in Flash.
Lieber ° did not hesitate a fraction
of a-second after 'his first glance hail
revealed tile situation. Not stopping
throw on his brake, he drove his
NT machine at. the Plee of the
It plunged into the rocks and-he was
crushed in, the wreek.
Chauffeur Dunne, who was driving
the Cutting car, took almost as des-
perote a chance at almost the same
instant, lie, too, drove his car into
the hill, but, fortunately for those
it, at a point where the grade- was
less. His machine lore through
rocks and brush and finally stopped
tangled in a ne
jureteaal and escaped with scratces
and bruises.
Last Thought of Those He Saved
The Cutting car was extricated
from the trees and Lieber who wasi
i,ot quite dead, placed in it, and an-
other wild ride started for Tuxedo
and medical help. Lieber recovered
cunsciousnss once during this ride.
The only words he uttered were:
"Are the ladies safe?" He died be-
fcre Tuxedo was reached.
Mr. Sloan was,, amazed when in-
f omed of the, way in which his
chauffeur had died. Lieber, he said,
had been in his employ three years
and was considered a slow driver
COAT OF BRONZE
Courthouse Entrance Figures Got-
ten Into Shape for Erection.
The 1:1tle boy figures that adorn
the stone pedestal at the courthouse
entrances 'have been given' a coat of
bronze by the decorators, and will be
put in their positions immediately.
The concrete pedestals have been
built at the Seventh street entrance
to the courthouse and the • figures
will be hoisted on top of them today.
As soon as that is done the pedes-
tals will be made at the Sixth street
entrance and figures placed there
also
SELLING GOOD&
Mr. Moses Bloom Coimbra Resi-
dence at St. Louis, on Aecount
of His Health.
Nearly all the household effects of
Mr. Moses Bloom have been sold at
his home on Sixth and Jefferson
streets. The residence will be rent-
ed and Mr. Bloom and family re-
aide in St. Louis where he has been
iconfiined the past year with paralysis
Ithat overcame him last Thanksgivingday while be was there visiting his
daughter. Mrs. A. C. Einstein. He
ver recovered sufficiently to belias ac
NEW FIGURE IN
THE THAW CASE
REPORT THAT ANOTHER PER-
SON MAY BE INDICTED IN
MURDER OF WHITE.
District Attorney Jerome Indicates
That Some Action of This Kind
May Be Taken,
New York, Oct. 17.—That another
person may be indicted with Harry
K. Thaw; for the murder of Stanford
White, was intimated by District At-
tconey Jerome Tuesday. Mr. Jerome
indicated such indictment might be
found during an argument before Re-
corder Goss as to the right of the
district attorney to issue furthes
grand jury subpoenas in the case.
The attorneys for Harry Thaw
have sought to -prevent ate examina-
tion of witnesses in the case by the
district attorney through the use of
grand jury subpoenas in John Doe
proceedings, alleging that such exam-
ination was illegal after Thaw had
been indicted. When the matter
came up before Recorder Goss Tues-
day, Mr. Jerome said:
"There is no friction in this case, I
am not sure that there is not an-
other that could be coupled with
Harry K. Thaw for murckr in the
first degree. It does not appear
where Thaw got the revolver with
which he killed White. It does not
appear that words were not spoken
that urged him on. It does not ap-
pear that the grand jury is not in-
vestigating for the pulirose of finding
a superseding indictment against
others."
No decision was made by the rec-
order.
go, 
—Clyde Hill yesterday reported to
the police that someone stole hie
binycle the night before from in
front of the Kentucky theatre.
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Crain -
baugh have returned from visiting
their daughter, Mrs. Dr. Walker, of
Dyersburg, Tenn.
DEATHS OF 
PEOPLE AFIPP-
•••••••••••••••••••.•
MOTHER OF NM EDWARD1-1.-r.yrnr v)TPIT3 YINSTERI:MY
__•
HAD BEEN LINGERING
FOR SOME WEEKS
MRS. STANLEY BRC4INN, DIED
AT LOUISVILLE YESTER-
DAY MORNING.
Mrs. J. W. Gilbert Died in Mexico
—Remains Brought to Murray 11.
for Interment.
Yesterday morning at i o'ciock
Mrs. Bettie Finch died at her home in
Boydton, Virginia, as evidenced by
a _telegram received later in the day
by her daughter, Mrs. Edward H.
Puryear, wife of the city judge. The
latter will not go to Boydton to at-
tend the funeral services, as she
could not reach that city until Fri-
day afternoon.
Mrs. Finch was sixty years of age 1
and has been ailing for 00111W _weeks
with the infirmities incidental to ad-
vanced age She was one of the most
prominent and esteemed Christian
ladies of that community where she
had made her home for many years.
She was bOrn in North Carolina, and
reared in that state. -
The deceased was the widow of the
late Dr. R. H. Finch, one of Virginia's
eminent medical practitioners, who
passed away about seven years ago.
She was a member of the Methodist
denomination, and besides her daugh-
ter here is survived by the following
children: Dr. R. H. Finch, Mrs. C T.
Reeker, wife of the attorney, and
Mrs. E. W. laverbey, wife of the
banker, all of Boydton. Her other
daughter is Mrs. W. E. Moore of
Farinville, Va.
The funeral will probably be imeid
today, though the message did not
give the hour.
Sister-In-Law Died. IS
Mr,. Ellen Whicox, of Hotel Craig,
yesterday received a message from
Louisville, announcing that at ix
o'clock in the morning her sister-in-
law, Mrs. Stanley L. Brown, passed
away at their home in Louisville after
an illness of the past ye Ir. The death
was not unexpected, as o et ceihdition
has gradually grown wear. .
claimed by death. Mrs. J. H. An-
craft, c another sister-in-law, t t Tues-
day at noon for the Falls . being
summoned by the dangerods condi-
tion of Mrs. Brown. Sr
Mrs. B 4own was 52 years fit age
and had lived in Louisville n .., all
of her life, her husband hisiag the
well known Louisville business man
who is a brother of :Mesdames Wilcox
and Ashcraft of this city. She was I
woman noted for her Christianity and
good deeds, and comes of one of the
most prominent families in there state.
Besides her husband, she is_sservived
by two chldren, Mr. WilliatrO'Brown
of Louisville, and Mrs. Bassett of
Hopkinsville.
The message of yesterday did not
state when the funeral services would
be held, but the probabilities are thez
will occur today.
Died in Mexico.
Word has been recelved here an-
nouncing that Monday Mrs. J. W.
Gilbert died in Mexico where she haj.
been sojourning for her lfealth, sa-
companied by her son, Mr. Noah Gil.
bert. The deceased is of Murray, K.
where the remains will be brought. kr
burial. They are expected to arriVa
there sornetielVe today or tomorrow.
Mrs. Gilbert was the widow of tBel
late State Senator J. W. Gilbert, one
of the most prominent men in this
end of the state. He took sick dur-
ing January, Igoe, while at Frankfort
attending the general assembly, and
was brought home so ill that deatb
came shortly thereafter. He was one
of the leading tobacco men of this
section, and a nephew of the bate,
Hon. Jesse Gilbert, during life one of
Paduenh's leading attorneys, and
father of Dr. William J. Gilbert and
Dr. Jesse Gilbert of this city, and
Messrs. Frank and Harry Gilbert of
Dallas, Texas.
'Mrs. Gilbert had been sojourning in
Southern climes for some months for
her health, and notice of her death is
received her with widespread regret
as she was well known in Paducah.
She wa,s aboui 58 years of age and
leaves a family .of several sons and
datighters.
•••••
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CITY HAS TO PAY ABOUT
$5,000 TO MISS JOHNSON
FAMOUS WOMAN
PASSED AWAY
SHE FELL OUT OF BUGGY AND BROKE HE
R HIP ON DRIV-
ING OFF THE "BLIND END" OF SOUTH
 ELEVENTH MRS. JEFFERSON DAVIS SUC-
STREET THAT WAS NOT P ROTECTED BY E
ITHER ELEC- CUMBED TO PREUMONIA
TRIC LIGHT OR FENCING—MRS. BRYAN LOST HER
 LAND AT NEW YORK.
SUIT IN THE COURT OF A PEALS WHER
E SHE CARRIED
IT ON BEING DEFEATED IN THE PADUC
AH CIRCUIT
COURT.
The appellate court at Frankfort
yesterday overruled the petition of
the city of Paducah for rehearing of
the suit Miss Cornelia Johnson insti-
tuted against the municipality, and in carried the litigation to th
e appellate
which litigation the lady got judg- bench where it was aff
irmed, and now
anent for $4,000 darrsage-s against the the motion for anothe
r hearing is
city government. By overruling the overruled.
request for another hearing, the court Ever since this c
ase was instituted,
of appeals brings to a close the suit, the city has made 
a practice of put-
which cannot be carried any further, ting fences at the "bl
ind end" of
and the city has to pay Miss John- streets, and a
lso along the side of
son the amount of her original judg- any steep emb
ankment under public
ment, ten per cent. additional for
carrying it, to the higher court, and
six Or cenh interest, making a, total
of something like $5,000 she will re-
ceive. Her lawyers were Hendrick,
Miller & Marble.
Several years ago Miss Johnson
was out taking a drive with the fam-
ily of Mr. . Fels of Jefferson near
Ninth street. She lives several blocks
further out Jefferson. The party had
driven out on Jackson to Eleventh
street, and thinking that Eleventh was
open from Jackson to Broadway,
they started down Eleventh. They
had gone only a few hundred feet,
when they struck vast darkness, no
electric light being there, and they
then realized that Eleventh did not
go all the way through, but that the
ground they were on was only a
short street leading to several homes
up that way. The party started to
turn their vehicle and drive back to
Jackson. and in swerving around in age, and thereby entitled t
o recover
the dark, the wheels on one sidc got it. She lost in the 
circuit court here,
over the brink of the embankment and also in the
 appellate tribunal, it
and caused the vehicle to topple in
inch a manner that Ivfiss Johnson was
pitched out from her seat, and fell to
the ground, badly breaking her hip.
Her lawyers sued the city for Pcsoon
damages on she ground that the city
should have put a fence around the
cor trol.
Miss Johnson is the well known
and popular dressmaker of Jefferson
near Twelfth street.
PRETTY WEATHER
RUSHING THINGS
ONE BLOCK OF BRICK SEWER
FINISHED ON CLARK
STREET.
The Tile Piping on Kentucky Avenue
Is Finished for One Square, also
Down on Washington.
The force of men working under
Contractor Bridges are taking advan-
tage of the present pleasant weather
and rushing operations with the
storm and sanitary sewers being con-
structed. The brick sewer that was
started at Twelfth and Clark streets
has been laid down to Eleventh and
Clark, while for one block ahead the
thoroughfare is excavated, the trench
diggers keeping ahead of the brick-
layers, who are followed by another
force that throws the dirt back into
the excavation when the brick are
kid.
Over on Kentucky avenue the men
are laying the tile piping, which
they started at Ninth street, and are
working Westward. The pipe is down
for about one block. At Eleventh
and Kentucky there will be placed
the brick for the "overflow" pipe that
will empty into the Cross creek be-
side Gregory's vinegar works.
The storm sewers being laid_ on
Washington from First to Third
streets have gotten to about Sec
once, and are being carried out the
other block.
WEST LOVES HEARST
FOR ENEMIES HE HAS
MADE AMONG TRUSTS
Nebraska Editorial W'riter Says Peo-
ple There Esteem Him for His
Corporation Foes.
Omaha, Neb Oct. 17.—Thomas H.
Tibbles, Populist nominee for vice
president in roo4, and leader of that
party in the West. in an editorial in
the Investigator, discusses the situa-
tion in New York and says:
"Reformers of the West esteem an
Eastern man more on account of the
enemies he has made than for any
other reason. T'i're is but one men
. in the gubernatorial contest in New
York Who has made the right kind
of enemies and made them in suffi-
cient numbers to commend him to
She confidence of the West, and that
man' is William 'Randolph Hearst.
"When we look over the list of his
enemies we are inclined to make a
hero of him. Wall street and all the
Wall street financial journals hate him
with the bitterness of death. The
Tammany leaders watch him. Je-
rome fights him. Belmont, Ryan,
Morgan. anst-sPerkins are taxing all
their energies to encompass his Over-
throw. Platt. Depew and Odell
brink of the enbanicment to prevent
people from driving off ;n the dark.
She got judgment for' $4,000 in the
Paducah circuit court, but the city
Nnother Appellate Suit.
Information from the appellate
court yesterday was that the judges
of that high tribunal had affirmed the
local circuit court in the suit of Mrs.
Cynthia Bryan against J. T. McKin-
ney and W. Is Rudolph, wherein
plaintiff tried to wrest from posses-
sion of defendants tabout zoo acres of
land in the county.
When she was a girl Mrs. Bryan
sold the land to %V. L. Rudolph's
father, she being under age at the
time. The father left it to the son
at the former's death. W. L Rudolph
afterwards sold it to J. W MCKinney.
Now Mrs. Bryan sued for reposses-
sion of the ground on the contention
that she sold it before she was of
being shown she did not sue for re-
hossession within the time prescribed
for minors after they once dispose of
their interests.
Lawyers Hendrick. Miller & Marble
represented the winning side in this
action also.
OPENINGS BOXED
WITH BOARDS
WALL PROTECT PUBLIC AND
KEEP WIND OFF EM-
PLOYES.
Number of Rooms on the Upper
Floors Have Been Completed
at the Palmer.
The ground floor of the Palmer at
Fifth and Broadway has been boxed
in with huge wooden boards to pro-
ted the mechanics inside from the
chilly weather, and also to prevent
people from falling from public side-
walk through the opening where ths
floor Was taken up and down into
th basement.
All the flooring and dividing walls
en the first floor have been torn out
and a deep chasm left leading into
the basement from the sidewalk. The
new walls are now being built and
saisccosstructecLisisthat corner,
where the Illinois Central will have
its downtown ticket office, and Stutz
his candy kitchen.
A number of the bedrooms on the
upper floors have been finished and
put into use again after many weeks
discontinuance by the workmen. The
mechanics are now fixing up the
.tunda clit..ifla the plank partition
.
in front o• rne off;re desk.
The reconstructinn work will not
be finished until some time next
February or March.
TO -
•
keep their dogs of war constantly
upon his trail. The magnates of the
gas; electric and other corporations
having special privileges describe him
As a fiend incarnate.,
"All that mains Frearstslook to be
about right to a Westehn man. But
it is when we count his enemies else-
where, out of New York, that we are
inclined to grow enthusiastic. Who
are they? They are Aldrich, Allison,
Spooner, Bailey, Elkins and every cop-
eration United States senator and
their followers in the house.
"The phitocratic editorial eyes are
always upon him and not a day passes
without columns of attack on Hearst
from that quarter. Plutcschacy doesn't
want him. The corporations won't
have him. Therefore every Western
man begins to think there is some-
thing in Hearst that is extremely
dangerous to predatory wealth. The
reformers in the West are inclined to
take to Hearst on account of the en-
emies he has made.
DAUGHTER AND GRAND-
CHILDREN WERE AT BEDSIDE
HAD BEEN ILL SINCE HER RE-
TURN FROM SUMMER
SPENT IN MOUNTAINS.
C. nfederate Veterans Will Take Ap-
propriate Action—Brief Sketch
of Mrs. Davis Life.
•
New York, Oct. Q.—The death of
Mr:. Jefferson Davis, widow of the
President of the Southern Confeder-
ocyi. which occurrid at the Hotel
Majestic last night, was caused by
pneumonia, brought en by a severe
cold which Mrs. Davis contracted
Lipon her return from the Adiron-
dacks, where she spent the summer
nt c nths.
At the bedside when death came
%le: Mrs. J. Addison Hayes, of Col-
crado Springs, the only surviving
et ughter of Mrs. Davis; Jefferson
Davis lioyes, a grandson, who is a
student at Princeton University; Mrs.
Charles E. Pateson, a niece; Dr. and
Mrs. Gustav Webb, the later a grand-
daughter, and Dr. Robert H. Wylie,
who, with Dr. Webb cared for Mrs.
Davis throughout her illness.
J. Addison Hases, husband of Mrs.
Davis' only living child, had been
summoned from Colorodo Sprint;.
and was hurry:vs ac:oss the csriti-
rtnt When a me.Fage announcing
Mrs. Davis' death inteicepted him
.Mrs. Davis had fo; some years I....sue
iher home in this city, where she had
la wide circle of f-
,esds. Throigh-
cut 'her illness solicitous inquiries re-
garding her condition were cont'ai-
(tally made at her apartments.
Sketch of Hrs. Davis.
Mrs. Davis was the second wife of
President Davis, and was born in
Natchez, Miss., Moy 7, 1845. She was
the daughter of William Burr Howell
and Catherine Kempe. The father, a
native of New Jersey, served with
lhonor on the lakes in the War of:814 and moved to Mississippi in1815, where he engaged in cotton
planting until his death. Her grand-
fi ther, Geo. Richard Howell, of New
Jersey, was a distinguished officer in
the revolutionary war. He was also
a state judge of reputation and later
bccame governor of the state, serv-
ing eight terms by consecutive elec-
tions, Mrs. Davis, who was his sec-
ond child the first being a son nam-
ed for Jefferson Davis' eldest broth-
er, Joseph, a neighbor, was educated
by private tutor at home and later
at Mrs. Greland's boarding school in
Philadelphia.
Married When Only Nineteen.
She married Jefferson Davis when
she was nineteen years Old and ac-
companied him to Washington when
be went to Congress, and from that
time until his death was his most
valuable assistant in his intellectual
sc erk.
When the armies of the South curs
rendered Mrs. Davis acnompanied' her
husba.rid an his efforts to make his
way to the Trans-Mississippi, and
was captured with him, but held 7 n
Georgia while he was imprisoned in
Fortress Monroe. When his health
gave way, after a year's confinement,
she was permitted to go to Fortress
Monroe, where she remained until his
release one year later. In the fall
of 1867 they %Tilt t.., Europe, remain-
ing until 1870, when they took up
their residence in Memphis, which
became their home until 1878. They
then went to Beauvoir, upon-the Gulf
coast, tietween New Orleans and Mo-
bile,. where they cont,nued to reside
urtil the death of Mr. Davis in New
Orleans. December 6, 188o In 1881
was published his "Rise and Fall of
the Southern Confederany" in the pre
paration of which Mrs. Davis was
his amanuensis.
The greater part of the time since
the death of her husband Mrs. D'avls
had resided in New York, the climate
of which proved better for her health.
She had devoted 'her time to promot-
ing as far as possible the welfare of
the surviving Confedertte soldiers
and to literary work chiefty pertain-
ing to the war.
MRS. DAVIS' DEATH.
Calls Forth Special Announcement by
the Confederate Veterans.
Mobile Ala., Oct. v.—William E.
Mickle, adjutant general and chief 3f
staff of the United Confederate Vet-
erons, has issued A general order an-
Girls who have little brothers set- ncuncing the death of Mrs. Jefferson
dom have the big head about their {Davis. The order, in part, says:
own beauty. "With a -heart full of grief, the gen-
etai commanding announces to his
find bereaved comrades death of Mrs.
bal- Vsrina Jefferson Davis, which oc-
curred in the city of New
The only chronic kickers who
their profession remunerative arc
let dancers.
SCHOOL PUPILS
SPOKEN TO
iREV. W. H. PINKERTON AD-
DRESSES HIGH SCHOOL
CHILDREN TODAY.
TEACHERS' LITERARY
HOLDS TOMORROW
HIGH SCHOOL PUPILS WILL
ORGANIZE SCHOLARS' LIT-
ERARY ORGANIZATION
As Soon As Some Teachers Get Well,
New Teachers Will Be
Decided On.
Rev. W. H. Pinkerton will this
morning deliver an address to the
scholars of the high school as their
opening exercise blithe day. Ile has
just returned from attending the na-
tional convention of Christian church-
es at Buffalo. He has not decided
what he will speak on, but it will
probably be along the lines of his
last talk to the pupils, when he de-
lineated rrsuch of interest regarding
Rome, which he visited while abroad.
Tomorrow morning the opening ex-
ercise will be vocal solos by Mir.
Richard Scott.
Teacher's Literary.
The teachers of the seltools will
bold their monthly literary meeting
tomorrow afternoon at the Washing-
ton building on West Broadway. The
schools dismiss at noon tomorrow so
the teachers can have the afternoon
for their individual work, and while
they are doing this the high school
pupils will be upstairs in the auditor-
ium organizing their plans for month-
ly literary's also.
Superintendent Lieb leads the
teachers' literary tomoris
New Room Tea&ers.
Superintendent Lieb has not yet
decided what teachers s Al be em-.
ployed regularly to instruct the pupils
in the two new rooms to be opened,
one at the Washingtor. and one at
the McKinley building. He has been
waiting for some of the segular teach-
ers who are sick to come back to their
rooms so he could decide which of
the substitutes will have control of
tbe ew MOMS. Miss Brandon con-
tinues confined at her home, as does
Miss Mary 0. Murray. while Prof.
Coleman is laid up with fever. Sub-
stitutes are filling their places, the
latter being members of the "Cadet
Class" and as soon as the regular
teachers for whom these extra ones
are substituting come hack, some de-
cision will be made as to whc. will be
placed in the new rooms.
The door leading from yard to
basement of the Wa•hington build-
ing has been cut thr iugh the brick
wall. hut temporarily boxed up w.th
planks, as the new opening is of such
an unusually large size that Lang-
staff-Orm had to sesd to St. Louis
for the door, that will poss:bly come
sometime next week, when it will be
placed in position. As soon as it is
put up Superintendent tieb will move
his office to the basessent room frosn
the first floor and fix the latter up for
the new room.
At the McKinley Soilding the car-
penters art at work building the stair-
way going up from - first to second
floor, and putting ths flooring in the
top story hall, and also in the new
second-4FGe, room..
LID TO BE PUT ON
IN CANAL ZONE.
Several Wrecks Attributed to Drink-
ing on Part of Railroad Crews.
Panama. Oct. 17.—it is under-
stood berc that a general order is
shortly to be issued by the isthmus
canal commission prohibiting the sale
of liquor in the canal zojii_e after Jan.
T. The order cannot affect Panama
or Colon, where the saloons run day
and night and on Sunday.
Several wrecks are said to have
been due to drinking on the part of
railroad crews, which is said to have
led to the order against liquor.
WILL MAKE MOTION
IN HARRY THAW CASE
New York. Mt. i7—John B Glea-
son, one of the lawyers for the de-
fense in the Thaw case will appear
before Recorder Goff today to ask
that the grand jury and the district
attorney be restrained from any fur-
ther investigation Of ttse case until
the recorder bs passed upon the ear-
lier motion to stop the "John Doe"
witness exapainations. The latter np-
tion was also made by Mr. Gleason
and, was upheld in spirit by Justice
McLean, who, Cbowever, left the mat-
ter for the recorder to decide finally
District Attorney Jerome will op-
pose the new motion personally.
day night, she being at the time of
her death over eighty years of age.
Tbhs posses away ancther of our dis-
tinguished Confederates, and the
bonds which connected the people of
the South with the household of our
first and only president have been
wholly severed, with the exception of
York Tuet one link yet remaining."
An.
THE QUALITY STORE.
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Latest Creations
CLOTH!
THERE IS NO FABRIC IN THE WHOLE TEXTILE
WORLD LIKE KRINKLEDOWN. IT IS NEW IN NAME,
NEW IN UTILITY AND NEW IN BEAUTY. JUST THE
FABRIC FOR THE SEASON, BECAUSE OF ITS NOV-
ELTY. KRINKLEDOWN PRODUCES UNIQUE EF-
FECTS IN CHILDREN'S CLOAKS BABY WRAPS, BABY
BLANKETS, ROBES, LADIES' WRAPPERS, KIMONAS,
DRESSING SACK* BATH ROBES ETC., COMES IN
PINK, RED, WHITE AND BABY BLUE. DON'T FAIL
TO SEE THIS WONDERFUL FABRIC.
AGENTS FOR PICTORIAL REVIEW PATTERNS CALL
FOR A ,FREE FASHION SHEET.
E. GUTHRIE 41. CO.
322-324 BROADWAY
•
•
••
Facts that can not
be Denied:
When you buy Pittsburg Ccal you
get bigger bushels, better coal and
the most coal. Every load weighed
by a sworn weigher and certified -
to be correct. Every .1unlp is of
superior quality and dug by. skilled
union miners. It holds fire over
nig& and it don't clinker. No slate
no dirt. no sulphur, no waste and
no bad odor in the house from
1,kuruirkii it.
Our ittiurg coal gives satisfaction ct,,
you get value received for your
money. Let us quote you prices.
MA#
PI7 7 SBURa COAL CO.
Ottice 126 Broadway.
Both Phones No. 3.
Jas. ilL,Otonnell,
Ng Manager.
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t! TO SETTLE CONTROVERSY_ SHORTAGE NOW
I WITH TELEPHONE COMPANY OF THE CARS
•
✓i
I.
•
COUNCIL BY A MAJORITY OF ONE VOTE MONDAY NIGHT
GAVE ATTORNEYS POWER TO ADJUST THE MATTER,
BUT SEVERAL ALDERMEN YESTERDAY ANNOUNCED
THEY WERE BITTERLY OP POSED TO ANY AUTHORITY
, OF THIS NATURE BEING GI VEN ON ACCOUNT THE ATTI-
I.4.1 TU.D* OF THE TEI..E.PHON E PEOPLE.
•
At the session of the aldermen this
evening there comes up the question
concuring in the council action of
'Monday night, in conferring complete
authority on 4ttorney Hal S. Corbett
and City Solicitor Campbell, to settle
the legal controversy between the city
Of Paducah and the East Teniiessee
Teltplione company. These lawyers
represent the municipality in the mat-
ter.
Fit:e.,:e4 the councilmen refused to
Note to give the lawyers this authority
because by it the attorneys are put
In entire control, and the city legis-
lative boards have no say as to
whether the settlement effected shall
be ratified by their boards. They have
DO voice whatever in the adjustment.
Attorney Corbett states that the
city officials need have no fears about
the municipality not getting a fair
deal, as he will never compromise the
Matter with the telephone company
upon any basis except one of equity.
Be says the company will not get the
best of any compromise, unless he
gets as good for the city. Conferring
They Saved Cuba;
Now Seek Office
PATRIOTS WISH TO ENJOY
SOME OF THE FRUITS OF
THE REVOLUTION.
New York, Oct. r7.—Taking to it-
self the credit of having accomplished
the fall of the Palma gavernment iii
▪ Cuba, the revolutionary junta in this
country will now, according to Capt.
Cassilly Cook, counsel to the junta,
proceed to secure some 3f the fruits
of the revolut'on in the form of office
.._for those who took up arms. Capt.
Cook said last night that a meeting
was held recently in Washington,
when a statement was drawn up for
presentation to Gov. Magoon at Ha-
Vans This statement set forth the
genesis of the revolution and was a
plea that the Palma party be not giv-
en recognition in the formation of
the new government.
Capt. Cook said that the statement
circulated would be sent to Cuba "to
take the place of a previous statement
which might be difficult of proof, al-
though the junta had full belief on
the insurance of their truth."
-The truth causes leading up to
The revolution," said the junta legal
adviser, "have never been fully told.
They are told in that statement which
will be published The revolution
was planned eleven months ago, and
last sunimer in Atlantic City it was
fae:ided by a number of Cuban sol-
idiers to start the ball rolling.
"The object of the statement about
to be forwarded to Havana is to show
the nature of the causes of the revo-
lution. Palma was but another name
for Spain. Having fought hard and
04F.red bitterly to overehrow the
-of Spain we Found ourselves still
ruled over by Spaniards. Palma had
numerous followers of Weyler in his
service, and it was gall to the patri-
ots see, their former tyrants still
• flittering on the land. These ere-
, stores of Palma had lent no aid to the
„ revolutionary cause in 1896, but on
the ccntrary had aided the Spanish
Cat14,e, and many of them were pre-
pared to leave Havana in the event of
the election of Gen. Bartholomew
lifasso, the choice of the Cuban peo-
ple for president in opposition to
Palma.
''The revolutionists intend to pre-
sent to Gov. Magoon proofs of im-
mense stalings in contracts, and pro-
test will be made against the appoint-
ing to ofice of any of the men who
were guity, we claim, of participa-
• tion in tie stealings. We intend to
present the names of honorable wen
and patricis for appointment to the
Cabinet." .
Capt. Ccok served as captain in the
'First Ohio infantry during the Span-
• lab war, aid was counsel for Gen.
Leonard Wood wlien the latter was
gocernor general of Cuba. When the
recent troude in Cuba became acute,
be was retaned as -..ssociate counsel
for the Cubits revolutionary junta.
'When a ysung man gets married
bis mother aways wonders what he
.elan see in a girl like that.—Chicago
'News
rA German scientist has invented an
automatie medhanism for preventing
• collisions at 1141, based upon the use
of Hertzean *eves. Miniature wire-
less telegraphy 1ants are to be placed
pn vessels, effttive within a thous-
*rid yards radius Two vessels fitted
with this apparaus, approaching each
.other in a fog aid with the mechan-,
19T11 set, would at moo yards give
imutual and autonatic warning by act-
ing upon each Oher's signal, which
Would, in its turn, automatically
Stop the engines.
this authority on the lawyers does
not mean the matter will be com-
promised, as the lawyers for the city
announce the telephone company's
legal advisors will have to evidence
a spirit to do the "square thing" be-
fore any settlement will be effected.
Several times heretofore attempts
have been made to settle the prrposi-
nun, but nothing could ever be ac-
complished on account of the dicta-
torial manner of the telephone peo-
ple, who it seems now are iqclined to
tome down a little off their perch,
so state the city authorities.
Several of the aldermen yesterday
said they would never vote to give
the lawyers authority to settle the
matter, as the public officials had
made every possible attempt to ad-
just the matter, but the telephone
people were not inclined to act prop-
erly, therefore they; the city officials,
favored fighting the question out in
the courts, inasmuch as the telephone
company owners forced the muni-
cipality to take this step by not tak-
ing out a franohise, or abide by the
laws.
Carlisle In-
dian Eleven
NEW RULES FAVOR FLEET
RUNNER OF THE ABORIG-
INE TEAM.
Football coaches the country over
believe that the Carlisle Indian school
(Carlisle, Pa.) football eleven for 1906
will be more benefited than any other
tfam in the country by the new reg-
ulations and believe their leaders will
guide the Indians' progress in such a
way that willeet a shining example
to the palefaces. -Admirers of foot-
ball everywhere have noted in the
past the efforts made by the Carlisle
redskins to relieve footnall of its bru-
tal features and will have a chance
this year to see the great college
game Played by them in all of its
modern perfection.
The most notable characteristic of
the redskin team this year will be
its lack of avoirdupois and the large
number of fast runners who will par-
ticipate in the game. The Indiana
Will have either as ends or back
field players probably four men who
can make a hundred yards in ten
seconds. During the last spring sea-
son nearly all of the Indians who will
play on this year's eleven took up
track and field work and progressed
remarkably as a general thing.
No attempt will be made this year
to fatten up the Carlisle warriors to
even meet in a measure the prob-
ably overwhelming weight of the
teams which they will play. It is
thought that the new :Ales will give
the redskin a chance to show his
fleetness of foot. and remarkable agil-
ity.
Once more Supt. Mercer at Car-
lige has returned to the idea of bay-
ing the eleven coached by a full-
blooded Indian of intelligence. He
has secured as the head coach for the
coming season Bemis Pierce, a Sen-
eca Indian from New York, who is
without doubt the best posted Indian
on the subject of football.
Coach Pierce, Who has distinguished
himself by many hard fought battles
on the gridiron, has devoted himkelf
for the last four years to training
kotballists mostly in the western
part of the country. This year he
will be assisted by Frank Hudson,
the famous drop kicker, who will
teach the young Indians how to kick
during his spare hours. Hudson is
cashier at the bank maintained at the
Clarlisle school.
The captain of the Carlisle team is
Albert Exendine, a remarkably fast
runner, even for an aborigine, who
played a steller role on the team
last season.
Something to Brag About
Wt. Jones and Mrs Brown were
bosom friends. It was astonishing
what a lot they knew about other
people's business.
The conversation in the direction
of a Mrs. Tittlesay, a new arrival in
the next street.
"I hear ahe's suffering from appen-
dicitis," declared Mrs. Brown.
"Suffering!" echoed Mrs. Jones,
contemptuously.
"Why yes; didn't you know that?"
asked Mrs. Brown.
"Yes, I ,heard she had got append-
icitis," replied Mrs. Jones, "but, Lori
judging by the way they bragged
about it I thought it was some sort
of piano player! What is it, anyway?"
—London Answers.
COAL DEALERS ARE ESPE-
CIALLY AFFECTED AT
PRESENT TIME.
Car Factories Over the Country Have
• Orclers to Keep Them Going
for Two Years.
There is a' great howl gchng up
at present from the retail coal mer-
chants of this city on account of the
scarcity of cars along the railroads.
Because of this the dealers are not
able to get in, any coal from their
vanes, therefore some cannot fill the
hundreds of orders they are receiv-
itg from the public, which is begin-
ning to lay in its winter supply of
fuel.
One dealer yesterday said he did
not have a pound of coal in his
yard or upon the tracks, except ths
anthracite, which he laid in during
the stimmeu He wired his mine one
week since to ship him several car-
loads of fuel, but the mine respondel
this could not be done, as the rail-
r ad could not furnish them cars be-
cause all the latter 're constantly in
use. This dealer %sent to General
Agent John Donovan who informed
him there was now existing one of
the grer-st car shortages ever in the
history of the country. Mr Dono-
van says if the dealers are inconve-
nienced rlow things will be serious
in the nexl few months, as the short-
age now will be noth'ink as com-
pared to then.
The railroads cannot get cars, as
every factory in the country that man-
ufactures cars has enough orders to
keep them busy for two years, there-
fore the later orders have to take their
turn.
A New International Word.
The word "progrons " which has
found its way into fSe English of
the United States in the recent past,
is not borrowed as some may have
supposed, from Charles Dickens. It
has not the remotest connection with
the oratorical character of Col. Pro-
grom.
It comes by cable from Russia,
and when explained by George Ken-
min as an expert in Russian affairs,
it takes its place with "pacification"
and "exploitation" 'as additions to
modern international language.
According to Mr. Kennan, the Rus-
sian bureaueracy understands a po-
grom as a spontaneous rising of pa-
triotic and public-spirited citizens, the
'best citizens of the community," to
deal with evils which are not dealt
with fast enough officially.
The results as understood by those
who experience the "pogrom" are
such massacres as those of Kishi-
fief!, Tomsk, Murom and Penza.
Those who escape the pogrom, call
the "best citizens' engaged in it the
"Black Hundred."
When a pogrom results success-
fully in Russia, as when it has the
fewest possible survivors, the results
are precisely the same as in the case
of successful "Pacification."
"Pogrom," however, is shorter
than either massacre or pacifkation
and it does not need to have its
spelhng simplified.—St. Louis Post-
Dispatch.
A waman has been arrested in
Paris carrying in her arms a 4-year-
okl child which had been trained to
snatch watches and scarf pins as its
mother carried it through the streets.
The infant was seen to grab two
watches and seven pins in less than
half an hour.
Racket Store
. .
FOR FIFTY YEARS
Thomson's
"Glove-Fitting"
Corsets
have been famous throughout the
world for models of excellency and
graceful effect.
There ui one essential feature of
the toilet that no woman dare
sight—
The Fit of Her Gown.
This depends entirely on the
selection of the Corset.
For this reason we selected a complete
1.ne of this celebrated make of Corsets,
which we have just placed on sale. The
'models which love just arrived excel all
provion successes, and constitute the high.
est isiii,mement in the art of Comet Maki n
If are psrtial to *medium priced Cot.
s von ca loot do better than to try one.
Pries begins at  I .0I)
Satisfaction guaranteed.
The queen of Portugal, besides en-
couraging her people to improve their
PURGER 
g
studying the soils in her kingdomi
With • view to gfape culture. •
PROOF THAT YOU
NEVER CAN TELL
The artistic stricture at soap that
the storekeeper was building, only
tacked a few dozen cakes of comple-
tion, but that necessitated the open.
lug of a new box, and the architect,
after a lingering look of pride on his
work, went to the back room altos
the cold chisel. At that moment Bud
Jones entered the store and, with a
sidelong glance and grin at Washing.
ton Hancock, Pulled oet the key cake
of the arch and fled, whooAng with
delight at the rah. that strewed the
counter and the floor.
"It's too doggone bad, Ruin" said
Hancock, consolingly, to the store.
trooper. "I don't reckon he knowed
thst you'd been all mornin' akin' 11
up. Re jest allowed he'd have • littie
sport .with you. There ain't so real
harm in Bud an' cumin' never done
en good to nobody, nohow."
"If he don't come to be hung I miss
my guess," said the storekeeper,
wrathfully.
"You don't know," said Hanooc.k.
"Ha might make a good reformer.
Hes give you a ohanst to make a
right smart better dofunny than you
had afore. If he hadn't been askeared
o' you he might have told you how to
build it up again. No sirae, you can't
never tell what a boy is wain' to turn
out nor what his raisin' is goba' to
do for him. lever hear of Gorport
Bcubbarly?"
"No. nor I deal want to," replied
the storekeeper as he began to pick
up the scattered soap.
"You don't know wall you do bear
about him," said Hancock: equably.
"YOu probly think he's a new brand
e' prunes, but he alit. He's a pros-
p'rouit citizen, an' I remember the time
when It was the gen'ral opinion that
he'd never amount to a hill o' beans.
Bud Jones is worth • ten-acre lot full
o' boys like Gos doubberly lister be,
an' (Joe owns a right smart o' real
estate to San Francisco art ,draws a
sal'ry that 'ud make your mouth
water. Uster be manila' around bars.
toot right in this village."
"It's the smart ones what tits owl
of It" remarked th. storekeeper.
"Goa wasn't smart." said Hancock.
"He was about as armory an' than' a
boy as ever gladdened • fond mother's
Mart. lie wamat enoegil at an Kin
to pat ta the stale asylum, bet be
Meat lack much at IL Ito was 44
homely as a mud tense an' as lazy as
—se Marv* Panama, these. His moth.
Sr jest kep' him oat o' school an*
didn't do • stave nein thing but teed
him up an' make veer Mna--'spectally
teed him up. He was hog fat. Didn't
do nothin' but sal air deep. Nobody
blanbed hizu, either, ter Ws' steubberty
was a little the best cook that ever
drew the breath o' Ms Da Missouri'.
"She was a widder VO104.4 an' Goo.
port was all the young one she had.
Scubberly left her a good farm an
she sold it an' bought mortgages an'
Lived Intown. She took a notion that
Goa was dellkit am' wasn't likely to
live long an she hardly let him out
of her sight. ;
"Well, as I was sirs', Ms' limb-
berly was • No. 1 cook. She oould
make waffles that 'ad jest melt in
your mouth, an' make plea that it
you wunst tasted 'em you'd never feel
right satisfied with pie ever after, an
she'd take herbs an' tavortn's an'
seasonin's an' do Using* to chickens
an' turkeys an' butcher's meat *that
you'd never dream oottld be done to
'ens. She made • little garden out
back of the house an' raised all man-
ner of garden truce( an' she ws.s all
the time lookin' aroend in the stores
for suthin' good or studyin' up re-
celpts in the paper for suthIn' new
that she reckoned 'sight tempt Gos-
port' delikit appetite.
"An' sure enough, his appetite did
et to be dellkit. /Lis eittles bad to
be about Jest so for him to eat 'em
at all. He'd pick at this an' dab at
that an' there was too much flavorin'
in 'tether an' too little in authin* else
You never seen nothin' like It. An'
all the time folks was sayin' what
would become o' Gosport when he
growed up, him never doln' a lick or
gettin' any sense or gumption. They
Sti'ly got to talkin' to the widder about
it, an they did get her sorter skeered,
so she pinched an' skimped herself
to lay up a little money for (Joe. But
she didn't skimp him none. She
cooked an' put up preserves an'
sasses more'n ever, an' worked har
derla ever in the garden.
"Fin'lt when (Joe was about 20 years
old she give up an' died.'
"What did the boy do then?" asked
the storekeeper.
"Looked around for a plaoe to
board," said Hancock. "She'd left hint
clod be to $10,000, an' ha tried to
buy suthin' to eat with it But there
wasn't nothin' in town Al, so las took
a steamer one dar an' went down the
liVOr. We all 'lowed he'd be back in
a year biPoke an' ready for plain hog
ale hominy, but he wasn't."
"Speculated with the $10,000?
queried Parsons.
"No," replied Haneosk. "He span(
It all an' then got a good job. Wen-
eeslans Stevens came back from San
Francisco an' said „be seen Gosport
there. He was taster for a big tea
hodse. They said he had the finest
palate In the whole trade. He's still
makIn' money on that palate. Ornery,
fit an' lazy an' ign'rant as ever, but
he's makin' big money."
"The old ladcdone well by him,
after all, then," commented the store.
keeper. "He'd' prou'ly have been on
the county if she hain't tdgercated
hie palate."
41 don't know," said Hancock.
thoughtfully. "He might save done
tel'able 14111 keepise More."—Chicage
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' Marse Henry, in the Courier-Jour-
nal, says: "There ought to be a law
prohibiting the crushing of mint Sin
the compilation of a mint julip." Who
knows better than Mem Henry?
London advices says. the lady mo-
torists are having their dresses made
of leather. If the sport becomes
much more strenuous costumes made
of steel plate will be de rigger (sim-
plified spelling.)
GaMblers are expert readers of
signs and great belivers in omens'
and should pay particular attention to
the signs and omens in this city just
now. The gamblers also believe in
mystic numbers and they and the
proprietors of the resorts ih this city
are asked to watch for the figures
"33." They are very significant.
Among the advantages of Mont-
gomery, Alabama, a city of 55,000 in-
habitants, is complete system of
water works owned and operated by
the municipality. All the water is
obtained from seventeen artesian
wells ranging in depth from aso feet
to 1,15o feet, with a flow of 5,000,000
gallons per hour, a capacity for all
purposes estimated at present to be
ample for a population of 75,000, and
beat-44- - complete
success.
That New York chauffeur who
drove his car into a cliff and lost his
own life rather than run down two
women should have a monument
erected to his memory. Too often
it is quite theereverse.
Hutwareeas of lives have been aacri-
ficed in a fiendish desire to' break
recorals.
AIEW year ago we had the bicycle
scorcher, who after he had run down
a child, would in many cases remount
his whAl and make off without wait-
ing to see how badly his victim was
injured.
Today we have the auto scorcher.
Motran, driven at a rate of _speed
much beyond the lawful rate, dash
through our streets, and some day,
unless the law is enforced, the death
of a little child will be recorded. It
1117y be your child, rcacles.
Georgia's Lesson From the Atlanta
Riots.
In the calm which follaws the At-
lanta riotings the press of Georgia
is busy reviewing the situation, to find,
if possible. the 'silver lining of its
cloud oft disorder. "There is never
a rose Without its tharn, and never
a tragedy without its hero," remarks
the Atlanta Georgian, indicating as
oalice _particular hero of the occasion
being Clifford Anderson, colonel of
the Fifth regiment of Gorgia. With
his men he won the respect of all,
bringing order to the city "with
cheerfulness an admirable self-con-
trol and wita unflinahing Courage."
That the situation is not without its
brighter side the"Geargtan shows in
these words:
"In the first place, we are at peace
again. The city is normal, the fac-
tories are Punning, and the dollara
are dancing over the counters of our
mea bents as merrily as before In
the second place, the police inform
us that this city as quieter and More
orderly than they have knawn it for
a score of years. Again auf sub-
urban towns are enjoying a sense of
security which has been foreign to
!a e •
them for a month or more. Above
all things, our noble women are feel-
ing safer and more seture and can-
tented than at any time within the
last five years. In fact, they are sai-
er and more, secure. Cotton has not
lost anything Sn demand or price by
reason of Atlanta's tragic week.
"The comments of outside news-
papers which have, front the begin-
!Mot, been pretty fairly divided, are
growing more moderate .and kindly
eeery day. The negroes are politer
and more considerate than they have
been Within the decade. It is a mat-
ter of comment aeverreshere. The
lesson of the preachers has. impressed
the hearts of the young and they
will scarcely riot any more. Hundreds
of negroes all over Georgia have been
disarmed of the deadly weapons
which were. an invitation to disor-
der."
After the excitement which pre-
vailed in the first few days following
the riots the press revised the fig-
ures of the casualties, and m'odifisel
the stories of disorder. Deqouncing
"the horrors of exaggeration," the
Atlanta Journal publishes as authen-
tic the statement that 'it is impossible
to count more than twelve negroes
that have lost their lives, and some
of these were killed by policemen and
soldiers in the enforcement of order
and in self-defense." The Journal
adds:
"Many of the negroes at first re-
ported dead were merely stunned by
blows on the head and have recov-
ered and left the hospital where they
were taken. The accounts of the
burial of negroes at night for fear
of the mob, and the hidingsof the
dead bodies, are, of course, untrue."
The Atlanta Constitution notes that
the Northern press comments "re-
cord a surprising increase of lenien-
cy in judgment and breadth of un-
derstanding of the South's paimal
problem." "They are discovering
that the problem is national-not sec-
ticnal," it adds, and, pointing to other
*Millar outbreaks resulting in as
many Casualties, it says, "in view of
our earnest efforts at restitution-and
the lack of such efforts elsewhere-
the holier-than-thou attitude of a few
of our cringes calls for considerable
modification."
Outside of the afflicted city the
state prease is .streng in its advice both
to whites and negroes to apply lo-
cally the lessons to be learned from
the riots. That the negroes should
get to work is emphasized. The Grif-
fin (Ga.) News considers the idle ne-
gro a menace to the South and pre-
dicts an "inevitable conffict between
the white and the black races, which
can only end in the extermination or
deportation of the negro." It says
f unites
"As long as the negro was a use-
ful-as many contended, a necssary
-factor in th South, and it was ab-
solutely dependent upon him for its
labor, he was toleratsd by all and his
cause espoused by many. But now
tnat he has learned somehow to ex-
ist without work andinsists upon liv-
ing in idleness arNl crime, his friends
and defenders among the whites have
become few and far between, and the
edict is becoming generally assented
to that he must go."
The Macon News sees in the result
a lesson for the negro:
"The negroes of A:lanta. and of the
whole state for that matter, were
getting entirely too much on their
uppers, and just such a thing as hap-
pened in Atlanta was needed to show
them that the white people are al-
ways going to rule in this country.
regardless of negro education and
sympathy for the negro on Vie part
of the people of the Northern
states."
"The better element of the negro
race must see to it that the viler ele-
ment goes to work," says the Rome
Tribune. The necessity for church
influence is also emphaaized by the
Tfibune. The Augusta Chronicle
sees no local menace, "but it wishes
to caution the people. both white and
black, agoinst doing or saying any-
thing that might tend to precipitate
a clash.
New York State Democratic Press
on Hearst.
(Literary Digest.)
In a canvass made by the Literary
Digest of the Democratic newspapers
of New York state, Mr. Hearst has
proven beyond a doubt to be accept-
able to the majority. We have not
yet heard from all the 165 paters ad-
dressed, but our returns- are propor-
tionally very much like those of the
New York Times. The Times finds
tl:at of 83 papers, 71 are in favor of
Mr. Hearst, that is, only one in ev-
ery eight is against him. It is true,
however, that many of the Demo-
cratic papers supporting him seem
more or less apologetic and anxious-
ly announce that it is their princi-
ple to support the Democratic party,
regardless of who the candidates are.
The Schoharie Republican and Coun-
ty Democrat. for instance, writes us
that it 'supports regular nominee of
the Democratic party first, NM and
all the time." The Fart Plains Stan-
d,ard, similarly, while not strongly
in favor of Mr. Hearst, believes "in
regularity" and therefore "we shall
support the ticket to the best of
our ability." Some are, of course,
more 'enthusiastic over their candi-
date. The Batavia Times thinks that
"some will leave the'Democratic par-
ty, but many new voters will conic
into the party." The Tarrytown
Press-Rcord shows that Mr, Hearst
had t3,5 Majority of the up-state del-
egates and only 33- majority of the
delegates from Greater New York,
from which is deduced the accept-
ability of Mr. Hearst up-state. The
Yonkers Herald thinks it is Mr.
Hearst's individual work and worth
among t oters that will elect him;
and thei echanicville Mercury, in
common with many other papers, secs
in Mr. Hearst a daring. St. George
who will conquer the dragon that
trails in and about Wall street. Quoth
the Mercury:
"No poor man would dafe to beard
the buccaneers of Wall street in their
den. No man who ceuld not corn-
mand the publicity of the press would
dare undertake to drive out such
thieves as fastened themselves on the
funds of the policyholders of the big
life insurance companies. No man
of less courage than Hearat would
dare take the gas thieves by the
throat and demand' that they obey
the law. No man other than Hearst
in all New York state could so well
have paved the way for railroad rate
legislation and the pure food law.
'The Plunderbunda a name amptly
given to Wall street interests thaa
prey on the common people, steal
public franchises, manipulate stocks,
speculate with the assets of banks,
inaurance companies, railroads, and
industrial corporations, hate the
very name of Hearst and will vote
for his opponent; but thousands ot
Republicans who believe that stern
check should be placed on the nefa-
rious methods of the business bucca-
neers and pirates will support him."
The Elmira Daily Gazette and Free
Press gives a sample of some of the
Hearst support in the speech of Mr.
John B. Stanchfield. He said:
"I will support Mr. Hearst as the
nominee of the Democratic conven-
tion.
"We made the strongest fight we
were capable of against Kim, and we
were spanked; that's all. I have nev-
er refused to vote the ticket, and I
am too old to begin bolting a Dem-
ocratic ticket now As Hearst is the
convention's choice. I think all true
Democrats should rally to his sup-
port, and not only elect Mm, but
aelp him to give us a clean, whole-
some administration."
In similar vein the Herkimer Coun-
ey News, which had been inieighing
against Mr. Hearses candidaoy. says,
after the event: "We have rio apol-
ogies or regrets to offer for what
has been said, but as Mr. Hearst is
now the candidate of the Dettiocratic
party, we feel it our duty to euppart
the ticket." And 6- Buffalo Times
likewise remarks: "Now that Mr.
Hearst has been nominated brthe
Democratic convention. together with
ether strong candidates, it is the
duty of every Democrat in the state
to do everything in his power for
the success of the ticket." "It be-
hooves the party to sink personal dif-
ferences," is the urgent suggestion
of the Watertown Re-Union. The
Cobkskill Index supports him "loyal-
ly" because he is the "regular" can-
didates, and prophesies a large vote.
Many others speak in the same ten-
or.
MARRIAGE
Marriages may be made in heaven,
yet royal marriage care started In
foreign offices, says the St. Louis
Chronicle. Men and women mostly
marry whom they will. Princes and
princesses gesieraiiy ,marry who
they MUST.
Grand Duke Michael. only brother
of the Czar of Russia, is to marry
Princess Patriela of Connaught,
niece of the King of England. "A
marriage has been arranged," in
which the contracting parties them-
selves have the least to say.
Official denial is made that all tha
details of the marriage are complat-
ed. Until the diplomatis have finish-
ed their dickering the pair must wait.
It may be fine to be a prince or
princess of the royal blood. Many
high privileges and honors attach to
the station. But sum them all up,
and do they compare with the hum-
bler person's privilege of following
the heart in marriage?
No. doubt the wedding ceremony
of Duke Michael and Priocess Pa-
tricia will be fine. No &Co they
will make a conventional showing
of affection for each other—FOR
A LITTLE WHILE. /914;.re is in-
volved than the union of tatia Ilves--'
a new tie is made between two nk-
tions.
Now, plain John Henry and Mary
Jane do not cut any grand figure
when they LOVE and wed: _ No big
nabobs take the trouble to even no-
tice them. Nations serenely swing
on, oblivious to their existence.
STILL THEY HAVE BACH
OTHER.
They can form an alliance against
all the power's of this world„ all the
DIVED BUT
STAYED DOWN
•
FRENCH SUBMARINE BOAT
WENT TO BOTTOM OF
THE SEA.
FOURTEEN MEN OE
CONFINED WITHIN BOAT
ALL EFFORTS TO RAISE THE
CRAFT HAVE SO FAR
FAILED.
Hope of Rescuing Crew Lies in Dan-
ish Salvage Steamer Which Was
Close at Hand.
Paris, Oct. 17.-A feeling of the
deepest pessimish prevails at the
Ministry of Marine here on account
of the disaiter to the French sub-
marine boat Lutin, which left Bizerte,
Tunis, yesterday morning for plung-
ills experiments, having on board a
crew of fourteen men, commanded by
Lieut. Phoepoie and which was re-
warted last night tc have disap-
peared.
-Inc principal hope of floating the
Lufin in time to save the lives of
the imprisoned men seems to rest in
the assistance of the Danish sal-
vage steamer, Berger WIlhelm which
happens to be off Cape Fa-ina.
That vessel was immedsasely sum-
moned to aid in raisin; tale vess.a
The Danish vessel possesses machin-
co capable of lifting 1,5oo tons, but
the submarine boat lies in thirty lath-
°m' of water and it is pointed ou:
tarst the submarine boat Farfadet,
winch sank last summer in the same
vicinity. but in only ten fathoms of
%. ater, was nine days at the bottom,
and when she was refl,.ted all her
crew were dead.
With Os-cot Promptness.
Marine Minister Thooson has act-
ed with the greatest prariptness. Af-
ter consulting with SCA cral naval of-
liters tie conceived the :'Ian of trying
e get heavy chains froai the forts at
!Orem under the hull of the Lutin
and thus lifting her from the bottom.
But it is feared that the tags and
the other vessels on the spot may not
be equal to the task and the Marine
minister therefore has ordered two
powerful salvage vesicle to start
immediately from Toulon to the
scene of the disaster and assist the
aelvagers already on the spot.
Although no news has been re-
ceived from Valette, it is assumed
that the British Admiralty officials
and the governor of Malta have re
sponded to-tbe appezt-tor assist 
seet 'from Bizera yesterday at the
inrtance of the British consul-general
at that port,. who suggested that the
French resident general, telegraph to
Malta for salvage assistance.
It became known today that the
Lutin had on boord two supplement-
ary engineers, who had been detail-
ed to watch the diving experiments,
but it is not definitely. knotan wheth-
er they are included in the fourteen
men which as announced from Bizer-
te last night, went eliivin in the sub-
marine boat under the command of
laeut. Phoepon.
troubles, all the weariness, all the
pain.
So long as they T.OVE each oth-
er, each has a citacal iss the other:2
heart.
The humblest pair that joins hearts
and lips without a world to look on
have no ground for envy of the
grand dukes and the princess, whose
marriage is "arranged" as a matter
of frigid international red tape.
RATTLESNAKE CAUGHT.
Mechanicsburg Trio Captured Reptile
Nearly Four Feet Long.
Dr. Jesse C. Gilbert and Messrs.
Tim Mobley and W. R Gore yester-
day morning captured a rattlesnake
three and one half feet long, as the
reptile was gliding across Meyer
street near the Gilbert drug store.
They pinioneck it with a forked stick
across the neck, and capturing the
snake, put it in a box where it is
now exhibited.
• SHOOTIST'S TRIAL.
Mr. Frank Darrel Went to Cairo Yes-
terday to Testify in Case.
Mr. Frank Dargal, the plumbers left
yesterday for Cairo to attend trial of
the ease against Hardin Davis, col-
ored, in the circuit court which, is
now in session here.
Davis is the negro who boarded a
Cairo- street car one Sunday last
June, and refusing to pay his fare, got
into trouble with the conductor. Davis
pulled his revolver and began shoot-
ing at the conductor. Mr. Dargal was
on the Cairo car at the time, being
a memberof the Paducah L. A. L.'s
amateur baseball team that played the
Egyptian City club that day. Dargal
was on the car and in leaping out of
the way, a btillett caught him in the
leg. The conductor came near dying
from his wounds.
Many past grand masters are press
ent to attend the meeting of the
g.and lodge, ana the following had
places on the rostrum with the grand
master: Frank C. Gerard, Bowline
Green; Thomas S. Pettit, Owensboro:,
John A. Ramsay. Owingsville;
Thomas Todd, Shelbyville; John A,.
Leathers, Louisville; Henry Bostwick,
Covington; H. R. French, Mt. Sterl.
ing; John W. Landrum, Loniswille; J.
W.. Hopper, Louisville; James Wile
helm, Paducah; W. lsarue Thomas,
fattsbarat.'Pa.; Owen 'Thoma.. Law
banon; W. H. Meffert, Louisville.
Peat Grand Matter Thomas Todd.
of Shelbyville, is more than alehter
five years old, and is the oldest alas-
on attending the meeting of the lodge.
He was grand master in 11(59. ani
ha. attended every meeting for sixty-
one years. •
The meeting of the grand chapter
of royal arch masons was held last
night. Grand High Priest Hazelrigg,
Grand Treasurer Johnson and Grand
Secretary Grant uhmetted the re-
port.. which • d that the , 
t  of the order is excellent The
following committees were ad-
nounced:
Jurisprudence-Howard R
(;. A. Holland and J. C. Worsham,
Finance-II Peterson, J. T) Dye
andGrievances-V. Aiev' Ee
es_Boavrd.. G. win,
Veach and W. If. WhIsh
Past Grand High Priest Todd wee
escorted to a special-place of honor,
which is set aside and dedicate.' for
his use at whatever co----- t1
here he shall hereafter inset
Bernard G. Witt, general grand
talk of the case. However, it is •ta - scribe, of Henderson, who is all
From an authoritative source that hie officer of the national body, was rest
term of imprisonment be arranged to ceivcdcownisti onith Amended.
begin at the earliest possible mo-
The c• nstitutional amendment. pro..
riding'oat reinstatement shall not be
made in the case of one tai-pended fag
"on-payment of dues for two ears,an official statement to be made by
atsocassa-shat---i4--the aupstaLL.-t&C-Eid-bX-aninin12112-xliaL-Itil-
cat It his.hecn pouting a yeat. •
Another amendment to the coned-,
accept one if it were tendered tution was adopted. providing that a
he has displayed in each step in I-' Committee on foreign correspondfnce.
case. Mr. Burton has remained at The Royal Aids degree was coos
action in the same calm manner that
He received news of the court's r chapterswrt er s)fhathile bfleol::sn .,tniftnotedtherfogrratnhed
ferred before the "rend chapter hy the
officers of the 1,:-.1st Solomon :hap.
ter, of this city7"
agonlil. Ark.. to reside witb 11611
daughter, Mrs. It J. Settle, wh.. gaga
there to reside.
Mrs. II. M Patterson. of 3itayfield
is visiting bet daughter, Mrs. Geo.41.
C. Flournoy.
* 4 * .:'+-+.I Mr.B. K. Scott is in Memphis al
Mr. Thomas Hackett has gone to tending the reunion for Forrest'.
Henderson on business. brigade.
Mrs. Minnie Herndon and Eliza- Mass Mayme Baynham, librarian ol
•
Washington, Oct. 7.-The supreme
court of the United States today de-
nied the petition of former United
States Senator Burton of Kansas for
a rehearing in the case in which he is
under sentence of imprisonment and
fine on the charge of accepting an at-
torney's fee in a case in which the'
government was interested while he
was serving as senator. The effect
of the decision will be the immediate
imprisonment of Burton unless his
attorneys devise some other means
of postponing the execution of the
sentence.
There was no formal announcement
of the decision in the Burton case in
open court, the chief justice merely
handing a brief memorandum to the
clerk of the court just before con-
vening
Indicted in St. Louis in Ion.
The case of Senator Burton has
been before the court since 1903, when
he was indicted in St. I.ouis on the
charge of accepting a fee for repre-
eenting the 'Rialto Grain Company of
that city in an effort to debar it
from the use of the United States
mails. He was found guilty and sen-
tenced to serve six months in jail and
Pay a fine of $2,5oo. On appeal to the
supreme court the decision was re-
versed on a technicality and a second
trial was ordered. The second ver-
dict wee identical with the first aria
it was affirmed by the supreme court
This affirmation was announced just
before the close of the term of the
court last May The motion for re
hearing was then filed • -It was
claimed in Burton's behalf that the
court had not had the real facts be-
fore it in considering tae case
Burton Refuses to Talk.
Abiline, Kan . Oct 15.-Joseph
Ralph Burton. former United States
senator from Kansas, .when seen at
his home here today regarding the
action of the United States suprem•
court in refusing him a rehearing
said "This is not my time to talk."
Mr. Burton absolutely declined to
riven
Will Not Ask for Pardon.
Some time ago Mr Burton caused
court denied him ...a rehearing he
would neither apply for a pardon nnr
JAIL YAWNS v: "GRO LODGE
FOR BURTON IN SESSION
SUPREME COURT DENIED RE-
HEARING AND SENTENCE
MUST BEGIN.
Former Senator Hears Crushing
News, but Refused to Talk-Will
Not Accept a Pardon.
SECOND DAY OF MASONIC!
GRAND LODGE OF KEN-
TUCKY AT LOUISVILLE. A
Constitution Is Aoudad itelerei
Reinstatement-Number of Past
Grandmasters Present.
1*
Louisville, Oct. 17.-Mainly routine
meters and committee reiports ocr
cupied the attention of the Grand
Lodge of Masons yesterday morning.
In the afternoon there was a musical
entertainment for the members of the
grand lodge by the children of the
Mlasenic Widows' and of officers a
Masonic. Wido‘%s' and Orphans'
Home.
home hare practically all summer
with the exeeption of one or two
'bort trips. The last trip he made
was to Chicago two weeks ago.
• * • • .4* • • + • • •
•
4. PERSONAL MENTION. 4.
be th Lyle af Clarksville. Tenn., ar-
rived here yesterday at noon from
Dallas, Tex,. where they -halm been
visiting the former's sisters, Mes-
dimes Frank Gilbert and Jethro
After spending several hours
here voth her mother, Mrs. Amanda
Wilhelm, at Hotel Craig, Mrs. Hera-
don proceeded to Clarksville.
aft-. Robert Benner is in the city
from the West.
Mr. Joseph Blum is here from
Nashville Tenn.
Miss Myrtle Griffith ,of • Folsom-
dale is visiting Miss Willie Ritter.
Mr. Lee Potter has gone to Bayou
church to attend the 'Baptist associa-
tion meeting.
Mrs. Pickering and son of Prince-
ton, are visiting MTS. Charles Fred-
et ick.
Mrs. Lena Ware bas gone to
Bayou church to attend the Baptist
meeting.
:.•-• James E.. Wilhelm, wife and
daughter, Miss Ella B. Wilhelm, will
return today- from Louisville, where,
the former has been attending the
Masonic grand lodge
Messrs Fred Acker and L 0. Walk-
er return today from the Masonic
grand lodge meeting 'at Louisville.
?Are W. R. Palmer of Chicago is-'-
visitingher sister, Mrs. M. N.
Mullens of Trimble street.
Postmaster John Rowland, of Cloy
erport, Ky., returned home yester-
day after coming here to attend the
funeral of his brother, Colonel Reu-
ben sRowland. He was accompanied
by his sister, Mrs. Annie Newman.
Mrs. G. W. Baldwin goes to Smith-
land tomorrow to visit her son, Mr.
Mr. D. J. Armstrong goes te
Shelbyville, Ky., today to visit.
fames Baldwin. the newspaper man.
Returning here she then goes to Por-
* •
Carnegie library., leaves tamorront
for Biloxi. Miss., to enter a sanitara
Intn. She wilt be- aecompioled by
her sister, Mrs. Hattie Taylor And
rot by Dr. Delia Caldwell is the ats
te-noon papers stated.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis F. .Brenner
and Mrs. Mary Wheeler of Herrin.
Ill, are ',hating their siste- their sis-
ter Mrs. Peter J. Benlrnbach of
South Fourth.
Mr. J. E. Dye, of. the Buck Stove
andRange Company, of at. Louis, 12
bere attending the series of churcid
caakings being held at the Rhodes.»
P.ctra.rd establishment.
Auto Blows Vp.
Cleveland. Oct. 17.-An automobile
dashing cityward ian Detroit avenue,
northwest, at.the rate if t8 miles an
hour, struck a trealey pole at Kenil-
worth Aventis..itt Is.alsevood, early this
morning and. taplodal. Every one
of the four ot-cupants of the gi.s..w.18
injured 
'1i • !!".,
Jack O'Brien Vhips Two.
Los Angeles,, Oct. 17.-Philadelphia
Jack O'Brien stowid two fi gaiter.
.ay heare last ailifait. He knocked'
out Fred GeoieY in-three rounds NO
then aceala 'Yin) rremble and pull
bite out In eigbt moods.
The TadrEtVis onerally at .hcfratel
when the ,kissing lug calls.
Girls who liar brotiera
seldom have the big head about tleig
Dwn beauty.
Griggs-That iellow Spicer claim,
to be connectea with sonic of our'
best futilities. Briggs-He is. He
takes their ord..' for groceries ever
the 'phcme -Baton Transcript.
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1 CITY aMAEEtHARGE ,TO ERECT, STREET SIGNS 111[11NE
BOARD OF WORKS DECIDES IJ PON TEN CENTS PER SQUARE
FOOT AS BASIS FOR CHARGE T OBE MADE MERCHANTS
1 AND PROFESSIONAL MEN— MANAGER BLEECKER AGREES
TO MAINTAIN BRICK STREETS WHERE NSW CURVES BE
PUT DOWN BY Hia. LINE— BOARD OFFERS TO BELL OLD
STREET ROLLER F-OR $600--M1JCH BUSINESS IS BEFORE
THEM.
Yesterday the board of public
4
works entered into the question of
atteet signs hanging out ores the pub-
lic thoroughfares. The matter was
taken up during the meeting of the
board, Members Taylor and Lang-
staff being present. President Wil-
helm is out of the city. In outlining
the policy to be pursued along this
line, the board decided to charge ten
cents for every square foot there is
• in any sign overhanging the side-
walks.
At present all character of signs
art hung out in front of the stores
and offices of business and profes-
sional men who extend them over the
sidtwlks at diterent heights and
lerit'ha. The city legislative board.
have adopted ordinannes leaving it
erorely in the hands of the board of
public works to regulate the width,
beighth and generai arrangements
of these signs. Sy their new rule the
bocod naakee...a charge in the nature
of 'a licspse kit anyone to use a
street sign hanging over the side-
walk. If i *San is twenty square feet
• in dimensions the owner will have to
pay thc city Is p;r scar to swing
it above she sidewalk. If fifty ssomere 
fees it costs jim fifty times the
ten cents basis. This decision was
reanhed in considering the applica-
tion of The Palmer Hotel Company
to put an electric sign in front of
the hostelry at Fifth and Broadway.
This basis will prevail with the wood-
en signs: possibly, and none of them
will be permitted to extend further
out over the pavement than the
curbing dividing s:devialk from
street The city electrician. Mr. Mc-
Pherson, .will inspect these electrical
signs every four months, in order to
see they are in safe condition, and
do not endanger the public. Many
other rules in this connection were
discussed by Messrs Langstaff and
Taylor, who will have them in prop-
er form by the next meeting. All
applications for signs placed before
the board are now being filed away,
to be taken up and passed on when
their rules are adopted and every-
thing settlethin connection with the
knotty problem that has faced the
at.thorities for some months Befsire
arybody will be permitted to put a
it_ sign out across the sidewalk, they
--witt first have-tervirbmit-to the board
a rsugh sketch drawina, showing the
length, width, heighth -and general
dmensions, also the word!ng that
goes on the sign. The members then
coi.sider the application and decide
% hether it shall go op.. The regula-
ti ins to be adopted ate necessary as
at present some signs being too low,
some heavy ones loosely' hung and in
danger of falling upon people below,
etc.
Complaint has been made to the
bcard of works. that people along
Fountain avenue, instead of connect•
ing their water closets and sinks
with the underground sanitary sew-
erage of the city, h.tve pipes leading
from that premises to Bradshaw's
cctek nearby. The board instructed
Sewerage Inspector Bondsman to
examine ond see what homes on the
avulse were connected with the un-
derground sewerage, and which ones
are not. He is .to report back the re-
sult of his investigation so steps can
he taken to remedy the eanse of coin-
ellint, if it. develops some do drain
Citir refuse and slops into the open
c••eek.
The- West Kentucky Coal Company
has been Isvaided the contract to fur-
nish fuel for the next year to the
city electric light plant. The written
contract binding the city and coal
company to the agreements was re-
ferred to the city sobcitor for exam-
ination to see if it is all right.
Gentrat Manager John S. Bleecker
of the street railway company, filed
a written agreement with the board,
agreeing to keep in permanent repair
•
PADUCAHAN
MUCH BETTER
milim•••••••10••••••••••
MR. W. 'C. E,LLIS BE BROUGHT
HERB WHEN /1*IS Amax
TO STAND TRIP.
• Little Frank Cxumbaugh Moved to
Private Ward in- Hospital Yes-
terday—Other Sick.
. -
Word yesterday' from •Smithland
was that Mr. W. ratirtney Ellis is
better; and will he brought. when
- -.able, to the howie .tif`his 4d*ughter,
. Mts. William- Hitghtot ot West Jet-
• •-1"- •
.be brick street for two feet outside
1-.4 company rails, at Fourth and
Broadway, and Third and Kentucky
?venue. He nas been given permis-
sion to. tear up the brick streets at
these intersections, in order his sys-
tem can put down new iron rails for
the curces at these corners. The con-
tractor laying the brick street, exec-
wed the city a bond to keep the
work in repair for five years, but the
street car eomeany relieves c'it con
tractor of mainlining that port.:In
of the important affected by the
new curves.
The gas r anipany wants to lay
new underground mains on Second
L-1 vi en Kentucky avenue and Ve %sh-
ogun% street. The board granted the
permission, provided the company
does not let its men or worx inter-
fere witli the 'Memphis contractor
lobo now has his Paces It work pre-taring for the _torm sews and
brick streets us that vicinity.
I The Memphis contractor wants the
' board of write to hire hi n the
I tity's steam 'Liter, and perr-.ission. as granted. he t.• so) for ust of :he-it. hine the regu'iir eitsblislal
once), charge i by :I c board.
Wo-ten was given p-:tuis•
s.in to most front Goebel a /rime to
other streets seven little frame
shacks of houses he owns on stilts
fat that way..
On account of the billboard at
Fourth and Kentucky avenue extend-
ing out into the public sidewalk the
board some wc.k . ago ordered its
discontinuance by Will Utteroack
the billposter of this city. Now lis is
permitted to resume use of it, pro-
vided the tall wooden structure is
moved back from the public pave-
ment, a distance sufficient to relieve
pessersby from danger of the affair
Liling on pedestrains.
The board decided that tomorrow
afternoon at one o'clock it would
personally inspect the new concrete
sidewalks on Sixth from Broadway
to Jefferson street, this improvement
h.ving been finished, and it will be
accepted in name of the city, if prop-
trly done. -
Arthur Jones has been granted
permission to occupy bench No. 55
at the city morket as* place for
selling fish. Ha 11,113'Ita've some
framework built - art*, bench, and
stihumted- ter -the- e sketch ef
.,2me. It was filed, satisfac-
tiny. e
When the railroad hospital on
Vest Broadway built a line of storm
sewers from the hopsital, across
Broadway ton- ds Kentucky avenue
emptying into creek Broad-
way at Fifteenth street 'as left in
tad condition, and the bo instruct-
ad Street In tot onzo Elflott
to repair the thoroughfare with the
city men, and charge the cost to the
railroad hospital, that will have to
pay it, inasmuch ai their men left
the highway in the inferior condition.
The independent telephone com-
pany was given permission to put
rew poles up and rake others down
Contractor Haynes of Cairo offer-
red to buy from the board the old
city 'roller that the body bought
from the American Road Roller Com-
pany, —The members of ferred-to sell
it to him for Voo, and he is con-
sidering the price, .
,The street inspector was directed
U' repair some alleys in the neigh-
borhood of Nineteenth and Clay
streets.
A fence was ordered built across
South Fourth street so traffic would
be shut out whih there is being con-
structed the earthen fill being built
there.
Contractor Husbands desires t-
rent the city's' horse roller,. and the
beard directed the street inspector to
let the other have it at the regular
prices the board charges for use of
the machine by parties not connect-
ed- with the municipal government.
ferson street who is at his bedside.
Frank, the grandson of Mr. Ger,
C. Crumbaugh, of North Seventh
street, was yesterday moved to a
private ward in Riverside hospital,
on account of his spell of typhoid
fever. He is the son of Mir. Lee
Crumbaugh of Memphis, and is win-
tering here with his grandparents.
Mrs. Reuben Rowland continues in
a serious condition at their home on
North Seventh street where she has
been confined the past month with
stomach trouble.
The litth child o: Dr. John Nie-
haus, the druggist, -eis quite HI, un-
dergoing -n operation yesterdny.
Colonel John Sinnott continues to
get stronger and will by next
week be able to walk out on the
S treets.
Miss Katie Crumbiffigh ,has gone
tir Dyersburg, Tenn., to visit her
sister, Mrs. Dr. Walker, who is ill.
...COAL...
-
its
Get Our Prices
Both phones 70
BUY YOURI COAL NOW WHILE TH33 PitIO IS LOWCars are scarce and therAunusunl, demand for coal has
caused a shortage, which wills be more noticeable as weather
gets colder. We are exclusive agent for the best that Kentucky
produces, `LUZERNE"
There Will Be An Advance
in Coal November 1st
We also handle alltisizes
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
Coal at $9,00 per ton
Barry and
Hennebener
Entl=la  
That run-down, tired feeling is the
first symptom of MALARIA, take
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic 'Capsules
The specific for all malaria. Has
cured others. Will cure you.
Price so Cents Per Box.
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
Seventh and Jackson St. Phone 237
JONES' BODY
LIES IN STATE
BURIAL OF EVANGELIST WILL
BE HELD AT CARTER-
VILLE. GA.
COMPETITION THE LIFE OF TRADE
Without Competition Death to Commercial Life
••••.-
Ha! Ha! . The Long Looked For Has
Just Arrived
AFTER 17 YEARS IN THE HANES OF RIP VAN WHOLE. BUT WE HAVE COME TO STAY
LOOKOUT FOR US, WE'LL BE IN TO SEE YOU ON JAN111*AllY 'ST, zo27, TILE PURE FOOD LAW,
THE MASTODON, THE BIGGEST ON EARTH.
To My Friends, My Enemies and the Public at Large:
Remains Will Be Taken to Atlanta,. .-r
Ga., Friday—Tribute at His , a
Home Town.
Cartersville, Ga., Oct 17—The Spee
oil train bearing the remains of the
Rev. Sem P. Junes, the evangelist
s%ho died on a train near Little
Rock, Ark, Monday morning, arrived
here at 1 p. m. today, and was met
by the city council in a body, and
about low persons. All business
was suspended and public schools
and city offices were closed while
the retritins were being borne to the
Jones residence.
Jcnes Tabernacle. The remains will
two o'clock Thursday in the Sam 
Funeral services will be held atDon Gilb
be taken to Atlanta Friday morning
and will lie in state in the capitol all
of that day. The body will then be
brought back to Cartersville for in-
terrifent.
SAM JONES POSSIBLY
HAD PRESENTIMENT
The Rev. Jones Ordered Suit to
V:  Buried In.
Evansville, Ind., Oct. 17.—Rev.
Sam Jones, the evangelist, who died
iiday, will be bin ied in a sttit 01
clothes bought in Evansville. Mr.
Jores was in Evansville last spring
for two weeks conducting a revival
and ordered two suits of clothes
fiom a local tailor. The ev.ingel.st
was particular about One of tne suits,
saying that he wantcd it f ar state oc-
casions and that he would probably
wear it on his long, last journey.
The tailor who sold the suit to the
evengelist recalled the incident to-
day and the story leads Mr. Jones'
friends here to believe he had a pre-
ss ntiment of death.
Did you ever hear of a man falling
in love with a w -nrian's
I have this day changed the name of my place of business, at r 16 South Fourth street, between
Broadway and Kentucky avenue, to
The home of Willow Spring
of Coon Hollow, Nelson county, KY., a pure SOUR MASH WHISKEY, distilled by A. Cummins, dis-
tiller, registered distillery No. to.
Willow Spring is a PURE LIQUID FOOD, sanctioned by the pure food law of the State of Ken-
tucky. This Whiskey is made of 25 bushels of rye, is bushels of malt and 6o bushels of corn and
the CRYSTAL WATERS of Willow Spring, Nelson County, Kentucky. There is no adulteration of any
kind in this whiskey. I offer a itoo.00 Reward to any chemist who will find one grain of impurities
in this whiskey. My wines are pure California vintage guaranteed by one of the oldest houses in St.
Louis, David Nicholson, whose name attached to the label guarantees purity. Therefore they same
another of my liquid foods made from the delicious 'Fives ot California. My blackberry brandy i;
guaranteed to be pure, made from the pure, delicious fruit, and the brandy is an imported Cognac guaran
teed by the celebrated firm of Gordon & Dilworth. Another liquid food that can be used with impunity
for sickness.
My Apple Brandy, one of the hardest of the beverages to get pure, is distilled from pure and mel-
low apples at McMinnville, Tenn., by Hennessy Bros.. apple brandy distillers of McMinnville. Tenn. An-
other of my pure liquid foods made from apples:.
I handle but one brand of Beer, the purest in the United States of America, made by the Anheu-
ser-Busch Brewing Association, of St. Louis, Mo., both in draught and in bottles—the renowned Dijd
weiser. It may have its equals, but none superior. Another of my liquid fooda, made from pure nit
and hops.
My Dear Friends and Patrons: Remember that everything dispensed over my bar is PURITY
and guaranteed by the American Pure Food Laws of our State. Thank God for the pure food laws.
They have been seventeen years corning, but have come at last On the first of next January these laws
will go into force in the entire United States of America and I am one of the few that has anything in
the drinking line that will be endorsed by the National Pura Food Laws. These laws are going to he
enforced as the government never before enforced a law in our great country. There will be no more
so-called to and is-year-old whiskies made yesterday by compounders and rectifiers, as the law will
compel them to put on the labels exactly what it is, if it is rectified or compounded. made of drug;
and chemicals. There will be no more so-called blends, for they cannot use neutral spirits and without-
spirits—a blend would cost as much as straight goods, and they cannot be labled with fictitious age;
and names of first-class whiskies. It will be death to bjendegs, rectifiers and so-called compoundors.
Remember, the only place in our city where you can get Purity, both by the drink, quarts, pints or
half-pints. is at THE HOME OF THE WILLOW SPRINGS, liquid food. 116 South Fourth street, Pa-
ducah. Ky. Remember the place and don't stumble and maim a mistake or your head will tell you the
next day that you have been drinking the vile and poisonous stuff of so-called blenders and rectifier.;
made yesterday in the big vats upstairs. So walk a few blocks more and come to the place where pure
liquid foods are dealt to you in all their purities, at your friend's,
erto The TalkingMachine Man
Who safe talk to you cn any subject, provided it is on the o ',ire food laws f our State.
116 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
SSW 
r men and settlement workers 
-if Chicago are preparing to wage a
vigorous and relentless war on the
sweat shop system in that city this
fall and winter. An exhibition, fol-
lowing similar ones given in Berlin
and London, will contai boaths mod-
eled in exact reproduction of the typ-
ical "sweat shops," with men, wom-
en and children at work in them.
•
, Notice to Contractors.
Bids will be received at the office
of Architect A. L.' LasSiter for con-
crete work in Lang Park up till noon
Tuesday. October 22, tco6. Plans,
profite and specifications may be seen
at aliove office.' The board- of park
commissioners reserves the right to
reject any an dall bids.
'Board' of Park Commissioners.
D. G. MURRELL, Pres.
GEO. W. WALTER'S, Sec.
&Wolff
We have a selected lino of pleas-
ing novelties. ,
Many of them a:0 11:1:11.3 and
original in design.
You can choose enmething dainty
and ornamental froM our stock
that will not be worn common.
If you aim to be "different" we
can help you.
Wedding Gifts
Jawelor
Now is the time for you to till youi coal house. Lump 12c, Nut 1 1 c
Best Rentucky ana illinois Coal
Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT.. Arid. hi Whitehall and
AgatiteiCement. "KING OF CEMENT,'
h. M Cunningham,
Phones: Old 960," New 245. - - 0- litivteenth and Adams Street
41
-.•••
Advance Notice
have peasure in announcing that we
WEhave secured the exclusive agency for
'. 
the faultless-fitting "Dorothy Dodd'eioes for
Paducah, Kentucky
The "Dorothy Dodd" is probably the mos. pi,enom-
enal shoe success ever known. No better fitting of
handsomer shoes are made and it is economically jriced.
The styles are original, exclusive and most _tied
in design. In fact, the assortment includes styles suit-
able for any and every occasion.
Our stock will include examples of all the newest
fashions, in all the favored shapes and popular leathern
PRICED AT
$3.00 $3.50 $4.00
Watch for our Opening Announcement
LEN DLER & LYDON
COLERED M.E.
CONFERENCE
THE WEST KENTUCKY CON-
FERENCE OPENED HERE
YESTERDAY._
Bishop
Is
SOME GOOD EATERS. J. C. Mur" Cecil Re
FLOURNOY & REED
st7sw ENGLAND APPETITES &ER LAWYE16.
NOT DELICATE.
ISIghteen Eggs Pried Wars Only an
Appetizer and Par from the
Record—Great Destroy-
er* of Food.
The men who do the hard work and
breathe the bracing air of down east
have never been elated for delicaey as
Whimsicality of ampritits; bet some rop
at exhibitions of food destructios
have elicited the wonder of the natives
and the admiration of visitors. say' a
Bangor (Ma) report
Thr ether Wert a tall, gaunt man
wandered tato a Bangor lunch room,
and after acanning the bill of tare foe
Solna minutes, hesitatingly asked tot
Some fried eigp. He at. what was
Ma Wore him, and liked It au wen
that he ordered masa, *ea mom sal
mem and saes ENS hs led semsenaell
stx eaters.
As they serve fried eggs in that
Mulch room the six orders comprised
U fried sem 11 allows et bread and
Mx cups of warm. When he had In.
baked, the tall man, who was from
Priam Edward Island, carelessly is.
marked that he was not feel:Ina very
Wall that night, and as he ilia% heap
Clia boarding bonae grub be had oenis
direr to town to get something light to
West his appetite.
The captatn of a coasting sohoonet
In the port of Bangor told his 000k Is
bey a roa.t of beat, some beefsteak and
mores sliced ham, together with • can-
t:4W. and other vegetables and tow
dozen eggs. The cook hid as he war
ordered and served the roast beef fel
dinner.
The captain ate until the platter was
as bare as Mr. and Mrs. Jack Spratt
could have made It, and then looked
ap expectantly and asked:
'Where's all the rest o' that truck?"
'What truck!" asked the bewildered
took.
'Steak an' other stuff," replied the
captain.
"Why. I supposed you wanted Chess
thins for supper. -)r—"
**Supper be hanged!" roared the skin
per. "Get something sae for supper.
Wbea you buy grub for dinner mak
It, an' don't be tryin' ts starve me te
death. I'm no vegetarrier!''
Down Is Calais they tell of a ma
who got up hungry the other tams-
lag and hunted around for something
to eat. He boiled and ate 27 eggs, end
lading that they were good fresh amp
qualities first mentioned in a high de- fried and ate 19 more, winding up we*
gree, but they are little known be- a quart of mixed ptcales and seven
cause, in the first plate, they are to be
Isaac Lane of Jackson. Tenn., obtained 
in larger quantities and the
Here Presiding Over the people engaged in the 
stone trade
cannot, therefore, make the profits
they are able to with the scarcer gems
Gathering.
(Communicated.)
The West Kentucky Conference of
the Colored hfethodist Episcopal
church, opened here yesterday at
Mossey's Chapel C. M. E. Church.
Bishop Isaac Lane, of Jackson, Ten-
nessee, one of the oldest and best
known negro churchmen in the South
presides over the conference.
Bishop Lane is noted throughout
the country as a sane and conserva-
tive leader of his people and has
done more real constructive work in
the Colored Methodist Episcopal
church than any other man.
The conference organized by elect-
ing Rev. G. C. Parker of Marion.
Prof. D. H. Anderson, Mayfield. and
4ev. I. P. Taylor, Elkton, secretar-
ies.
The welcome address was delivered
by Lawyer T. W. Egisster, who
stated that the relations between the
'white and colored people in Paducah
were harmonious.
Dr. T. J. Moppins of Hopkinsville,
responded and referred to Bishop
Lane as "The hoary headed leader of
whom we are not ashamed." _
Rev. J. W. McClure of Trenton:
preached the introductory sermon.
The presiding Elders reports and
passing the character of the ministers
will be taken up This morning. Dr.
B. S. West. of Dallas, Texas, 'secre-
tary of the missionary society will
hold a mass meeting tonight in in-
terest of his cause.
VALUE OF GEMS.
What Makes Precious tSones Worth
So Much Money.
The qualities for which precious
atones are mostly prized are luster
trans,parency, refraction and disper-
sion of light; .although, of course,
scarcity and demand are the princi-
pal factors in determining the market
price: For instance, the emarld to-
days is worth treble the value it was
'Only a few years ago. This is partly
caused by the greater demand, but
trrrore on account of the state of war
in the country—viz., Colombia—from
which they principally come is now
engaged, thereby rendering it most
difficult for those engaged in the in-
dustry to procure them.
The emerald mines of Colombia, at
'Slur° and Coscuzo, nhr Gogota,
have been working almost continu-
ously since 1568, and have been the
means of supplying the world with
most of the emeralds in modern times.
There were mines in upper Egypt,
yielded this gem to the nations of
antiquity, but were lost sight of from
the time of the Mohammedan con-
quest until quite recently, when some
attempts at working them were made
The emerald 'Mines in the Urals
were not known until the eighteenth
century, and though they )icIded fair-
ly good material for a time, their im-
portance is not great, as the stores
found are not of good enough qual-
ity to pay the rate demanded by the
government from the lessees, but
they were reopened in Iwo by a syn-
dicate with little success, so far as
can be learned.
There are nranv stones holding the
biscuits.
The smallest sailor man who ever
sailed out of Bangor, Little Johnny
Mills, was famed for his unierdeg&
eapacity. One day on board the
whilebecause of their   and abundance schooner Ruth Darling he ate his ewe
presumably lesser value they have dinner and also the share of two other
been given to native cutters, who do ipienbers of the ere.. 1r iso had Napa
not understand the laws of refrac ashore and failed to UDEN back. Than
tion and reflection, to operate on with as he sat on the rail smelting his Spa,
the result that they are put on the Johnny astonished the sock by seem':
market and eventually mounted in "It's poor grub and little of It ye
jewelry, looking like various colored have aboard o' this cesa It's elms
acid drops and entirely lacking bril-
liancy and those sharply defined fac-
ets which give that reflection which
the chief charm and makes evident
the great difference between the real 
stone and its imitation
The last few years have witnessed
the great strides which the various
fancy gems have made in the public
favor, notably when used in the neck
chain; at present these are being
made u with all manner of colored
'twin' a man has to get a bit as' a
▪ 'Why, Johnny, what more wade
pea have on top o' that big Wiled en
ear?" Liked the coot
"Olt well," replied Johnny, IS
inled his eyes aloft "Oh, well.
thinkin' I could get away right new
with a good hunk o' mutton an a fen
praties, as' a plate o' puadin' an' a
o' a loaf o' rye bread an'—an' halt
gallon o'
stones, and if the manufacturer gives' - r
ads much attention to the cutting of1 
E7.
the stones as he does to the intakingf Prom the Victoria falls to Witwatare.
of the settings he can produce a re. ravd, a distance of 700 miles, 
engineers
ally delightful ornament —Mines and propose to carry electrical power to
Mining mine South African gold. They are con-
vinced the plan will be commercially
successful, especially as the dry climate
Is most favorable. while there is no ice
in the rivers to interfere with the work-
BUREAU lug of the turbines and ncienow to break
down the transmission lines. It Marti-
mated that in the driest season 500,000
horse rower could be developed. The
available head of water is aboct 330
feet, but ahead of 1.000 feet could be ob-
tained by engineering works of a com•
paratively light type. This would pro
duce about 1.000.000.000 horse power,
At present $15e00.000 is spent annually
on the Rand for power.
NEW SPELLING FOR
WEATHER
List of "Reformed" Words Received
for Use After Nov. 1.
Sum rane may be expected dewr-
ing the next twenty-four hours, un-
less the storm area acrost the Lake
rejun shunts .Dff to the Northeast in-
stid of dropping down the Ohio val-
ly. The rise boan, which is not to
be refide on in emergencies. indikates
that there will be wether, but the
condishuns are not favorable for any-
thing wurse than rain, says the Lluis-
ville Post.
This may not be exactly the way
that weather forecasts will run after
the Roosevelt-Carnegie reformed
spelling goes into effect at the local
weather bureau on November r, but
it will approach it t3 some extent.
Cards showing the simplified words
that are ordered used on government
printing were received by Forecaster
F. J. Walz yesterday, and he and his
assoehtes at once got busy studying
the words that will turn up oftenest
in the preparation of the weather
forecasts. Willis L Moore, chief of
the weather bureau, notified Mr. Walz
that he should begin to print all of
the weather bureau here in accord-
ance with the rules laid down for 313-
servance in the government printing
Aide.
The members of the new Persian
parliament will be electea,by the votes,
of ali male Persians between the ages
of 30 and 7o who are able to read and
write, are not in the service Df the
state and have not been convicted of
No man imagines he is as homely
as he is.
Chance for the Church.
A missionary in southwestern Oregon,
apologizing for the infrequency of hiw
letters, explains: "My days have been
spent in the sadale, and at night I am
either toov.tired to write or else I have
no place o? opportunity to write at all.
IAA Thursday I mede 55 miles onhorso-
belt, over a rough trail. Solid virgin
forests for 40 miles and not a dwelling
place to stop. I am now 612 the norther',
erd of Lake Klamath. Klamath county
the most southern country in Oregon. It
Ii a lumber and logging country. Thi
church is unknown here. God is not
thought of and Siinday is like other
days. The church his a great open dont
In these regions."
Wanted It at Once.
"I disown you," cried the angry Da
rent; "I shall cut you off with a shil•
ling!"
"Yea, sir," replied the erring sot
meekly, "and might I have that shillizig
now?"—Life.
Accommodating.
"Very sorry—all toy daughters are al.
ready engaged."
"Ah, well, never mind; I'll call agate
seat time there's a vacancy."—Sphere,
Rather a Different Thing.
"Now, Mr. Green, where are you go-
ing? Are you training for a race?"
"No!" shouted Mr v Green in return,
"I'm Cooing !Or a traial"—Nrusli.
j Rooms ro, it and IL ColutvkiLa
PADUCAH, KY.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY
Attorney at Law.
Room No. 5, Paducah,
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky.
DR. R. E. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
rao NORTH FIFTH MEET
Both Phones 135
Office hours 8to to a. m., I to 2
p. m. and 7 to 9 p.
J. K. HENDRICK, J. O. MILLS''',
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Mille)
drb Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts of tk•
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms t, a and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE iso NORTH F I FTH
TEL EPHON ES:
Residence sad Office $ip
R. T. LIOWTFOOT,
LAWYER
Will practice in all courts
tansy.
-
DR. W.* EUBANKS.
(Homeopeddet
Office 3o6 Broadway--Pbone'so
Resi dal] re, flig Broadway. I
Phone 14a.
 ANIMIVr>"
O. D. Schmidt
Architect and Seperinteedeut
sot Fraternity Betiding.
Old Phone 08 Red, New Pboae
PADUC.A.H. taNTUCZY.
—
Dr. B. THall
Office with Dr. Rivers & Mess, till
North Fifth. loth Theses 3s.
Residence 1041 Um, tAll Mow OPP
Gas and Gasoline
Engines
For All Purposes
1 to 3oo horse power. Beet, sharp-
est and most etosomiasi
Special atten'ion te• electric fight-
ing plants
HARRY E. WALLACE,
Pullman. Ky
A. S. DABNEY
—DIINTIOT—
Truebart Nunling
TZL.
"DRESSED ALL IN LEATHER."
Fashionable Women of London, Dev-
otees of Out-of-Door Sports,
Have Novel Clothing.
New York, Oct. 17.—London ad-
vices say fashionable women, espec-
ially the devotees of out-of-door
sport are having many of their win-
tcr garments made of leather. Smart
red leather golfing coats, striped
with black, are among the latest
developments. They are worn with
red leather motor caps fixed with
leather-headed hat pins. Leather
motoring coats, lined with fur, are
in great demand. Marrow, pliable
leather neckties and leather tsraps
for trimming felt hats are among the
numerous leather articles demanded.
INDOW
ANL.
The Modern Window Decoratioik
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST AF T GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE AF PLIED TO ANY WINDOW OE
TRANSOM. .IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW Allf2
ADMITS TEE L GHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGEBBABI E HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS IT IS ONE OF TH2
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
C. C. Lee, 315 hat
Cyclone losurd Ice
$6.00 FOR $1,000 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L Well & Co.,
Campbell Building. 7--136-th Phones 369
Matt% Efinger et• Co.
!Undertakers and Embalmers.
180 8. THIRD STREET: PADUCAIL•EKY
Caron Directory Company
= Of Louisville, Kentucky
66=5112S"
Branch Office in Paducah at the
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Paducah, we
have placed copies of the directories of the cities named below in the more-
ing Register office at 523 Broadway. where the public is invited to cal
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
THEZSIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000: INHABITANTS '
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPU LATION OF THE UNITED
STATES.
List of Directories on File
ALLEENCENY CITY, PA,
ATI ANTA, GA.
BALTIMORE, MD.
BOSTON, MASS.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
BRONX, N. Y.
BROOKLYN, N. 'Y.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
CINCINNATI, 0:-
CMICACrO, ILL
CLOVELAND, 0.
OCCUMBUS, 0.
COLORADO CITY, COLO.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.
COVINGTON, XY.
DAYTON, b.
131Z/IVER, COLO.
INISTROIT, MICH.
DISTRICT OF cow-An:IA.
IMILUTH, MINN.
!AIRFIELD, CONN.
INDIANAPOLIS, mix
jeFFERSONVILLI, /ND.
EANSAS CITY, KAS
ICPK)XVILLE, TENN.
Los ANGELIS, CAL.
LOVISVILLEdRY.
MANHATTAN, N. T.
1‘11ANCHESTER, VA.
COPIES OF PADUCAH
PM
MANITOU, COLO.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
NAUGATUCK, CONN.
NEWARK, N. J.
NEW ALBANY, IND.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
NEWPORT, KY.
NEW YORK CITY.
NORWICH, CONN.
PADUCAH, KY.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
RICHMOND, IND.
RICHMOND, VA.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,
ST. PAUL, MINN.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
SOUTHPORT, CONN.
SPRINGFIELD, Q.
STRATFORD, CONN.
SUPERIOR CITY, MINN.
TOLEDO, 0.
UTICA, N. Y.
WATERBURY, CONN.
YONKERS, N. Y.
•
e 4
DIRECTORY FOR no1147 ON
SALE:
00
;NV
It's a mean man who would judge
a woman by the way she behaved at CARON! DIRECTORY COMPANYthe springs. Maybe that was her
vacatiDn. lighter Office, 523 Broadway
-
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xcursia
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et eourpany—the cheapest and bes
excursion cat of Paducah.
mem.
U nil For the Round Tr* te*UAW Tennessee river& retur
• It is a trip of pleasure, commit
and rest; good service, good tall
good romans, etc. Boats leave 
each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Jai
Koger, superintendent; Frank I.
Brown, agent.
-AL
Excursion Rates on•
The Rivet
1 Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND• RETURN, continous passage $4.00.
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals sad
berth included.
•
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over $1.5o each, without
meals; $3.cm with mask.
Good mimic on all the boats. For
urt her particulars see
8. A. FOWLER, Glen. Pass. Agent
Sr GIVEN FOWLER. City Pans
• Agent. Phone 33.
C. MANNINO SEARS, N. I.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
Strong Fresh
SPICES
Are a revelation of richness
and delicious to the housewife
w -o has already used "ordinary"
spices.. Our spices are pure.
and fresh, having the strength,
aroma and fine flavors which
nature alone can give. Use
them in your canning pickling
and preserving.
J. U. Oehlschlaeoer
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
DR.. HOYER
Room so9 Fraternity Building.
Office 'phone Old 331 R. Residence
'thone old 464.
++++++++++++.++,
+ •
+ SOME CHARACTERISTIC •
•-:-. SAYINGS OF SAM JONES •
•:. +
• • + • • • +,.•  • • • • 1 •
I despise theology and botany, but
I love religion and flowers.
Red liquor and Christianity won't
stay in the same hide. As one comes
in, the other goes out.
If any man doesn't like What I say,
let him come to me aher the meeting
and say so, and I will—forgive him.
Whisky is a good thing in its place;
but its place is in hell. If I go there
I will drink all I can get; but. I
won't drink a drop of it here.
Hell is the center of gravity for
wickedness; heaven is the center of
gravity far righteousness. This is
the lineage of damnation, aud the lin
cage of salvation.
Religion is just as much a reality
with me as that I have my hand on
this poplar railing, ai that I have four
fingers on each hand. "I believe" is
the ground on which I stand.
You ilDn't believe what you don't
see. Did you et* see your back-
bone? Some people believe they have
a backbone, when it is nothing but a
cotton string run up their backs?
You say you have daubts, you lit-
tle cymling-head; No wonder. Now
if you will pull up one of your doubts
by the roots, yau will find something
on the tap-root, and the name of that
Pmething is sin.
Sow whisky, reap drunkards. Fill
a town with bar rooms, make a gen-
eration of drunkards, who become
fathers of drunkards, whose children
are drunkards, and thus the world is
swept on and, down to hell.
I am no metaphysician, but I can
see a hole through a ladder if there
,  is any light on the Mher side. There
was very little metaphysics when the
jailer stood trembling and asked:
"Sirs, what must I do to be saved?"
It takes grace, grit and greenbacks
to run a meeting. God will furnish
the grace, but it is our business to
furnish the grit and the greenbacks.
I can furnish the grit, you the green-
backs. I like a division of labori
The differeone between the. devil
and the penitentiary is, that the peni-
tentiary works you hard and boards
you, but the devil puts you to the
meanest, dirtiest jobs in the world
and makes you board yourself.
I would rather associate with a
hog than with a man who drinks
whisky. A man might associate with
a hog until he becomes hoggish, but
he would not become a drunkard.
Just as morals are above manners, so
a hog is a better associate than a
dram-drinker.
Going to church is like going shop-
ping; you generally get what you go
for, na more, no less. A woman will
go into a store where there is a hun-
dred thousand dollars worth of goods,
buy a paper of pins and walk out.
That was all she came for. You get
about what you come to church for.
Creed! What is a creed? It is the
skin of the truth dried and stuffed
with sand and sawdust. If .1 had a
creed I would sell it to a museum.
Orthodoxies have ruined the world.
My, my; how a man will fight for
his doxie, and then see his Savior in-
sulted and never resent it! You must
not step on my creed; if you do, you
are a goner!
For every barkeeper in your city
you can put down a dozen broken-
hearted wives and mothers. Tram!),
tramp, tramp, the boys are march-
ing, sixty thousand strong, annually,
down into drunkards' graves and into
a clrkard's hell
A woman is naturally a very sharp
trader, and very few women have
any conscience when it COMCS to a
trade. -You, will sell an old pair of
trousers for more than your husband
gave for them when new and they
brag about it. You will hire a woman
to cook for you at $4 a month, and
then brag about ,how cheap you got
her. You will go to the store and
give $4 a yard far a piece of goods,
and the more it costs the better you
like it, and then you will go over
to Sister Brown, a poor, good.W31T1':
in in your church, and give her half
7 dollar for making it; and if the devil
doesn't get you, it is because Ize ain't
got anything .against Sister Brown.
The meanest waman in the world ii
the woman who will give $4 a yard
for her dress, and then go over to
that poor old woman who is a mere:
ber of her church and bring her dawn
to the last nickel she can get her to
make it for. I would rather give $2
a yard for that dress, and give Sister
Brown $2o for making it, than give
$4 a yard for the dress and give Sis-
ter Brown $4.55 for making it, and
ing Supreme Lodge, L. of P. es what buttons are left aver. Let us
of sale, October 12 10 15, 1906, in-I quit that.
1elusive; limit October y, Isoci6. By Love is the great leveler. It knocks
depositing ticket and paying fee of down all the obstacles. 1 was preach-
y) cents an extension can be had to in in a town in Georgia 'once, and
Nbvember 30, 1905. Round trip, $12.1 was discussing brotherly love; and
  when I got to that paint where broth-
erly love makes you love all alike,
they told me this: "When Sister A.
gets sick, how good they all are to
Highest Prices Paid for Second-Hand her. She lives in the 
finest house •n
the city, and has the best caok and
STOVES AND Pffluotrun. servants; and when she i'
s ski! all the
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT
Office and Residence, Roma 3 and •
Columbia Building
Phone 1041--Red
Dr. Sidney &WU) s.Certcatis
DEM:8ST. 
Mottos and CA:edam
Framed right mg to data in Gee mils
ales time at dm
Office over Globe Base sad Truss PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
Co.. 3o6 Broadway.
• ' SOUTHERN RAILWAY
AND
• Que
en & Crescent Route
DIRBOT ULM TO
CHATTANOOGA,ATLANTA
KNOXVILLE and FLORID&
Also 5. Asheville, litatititaailallat.
ErevareLate Tammy, Bat
sad missy other reams is the "Lad
of the Ike sad beanbag( "Sesphice"
0011112ry cid Wows* Oartk Casolisa.
seeing a high alettade, *Wog
eluasse, pioturedgpo asoastaia scanty
sad splendid hotels.
Stasi two cost stamp for "Land of
the Shy" booklet and other head-
somely illustrated literature.
• F. LOGAN, Tray. Pass. Agent.
Lexington, KY.
C. N. MUNGERRGED, Dist. Pau.
Agent, Louisville, Ky,
S B ALLEN, Asst. Genl. Pass.
Ageet, St. Louis, Ma.
The Publisher's
Claims Sustaided
UNITED STATES 00(111T OF CLAIMS
The Publishers Wsibeter's IntersatIssal
Oktlesary al that it "is, in fact.tail ProPti•
lar Unithrids tborouOly re-edited In every
detail. and vastly sittiod In every gsrt, with
the purpose of adamair it to mem the larger
sad everer requirements of another genera.
are of the opinion that this allegation
4
• IN* eel soeuratity desoribte the
=1,te tat aifgegtetratilke
as It now stands, has been thoroughly re!
edited In every detail, has been corrected In
everriMi end lebdl eau, adapted to nines
the
gen al cb
tt 
Severer 'reagent& of
%WACO&
that the world has e ver contained.
It Is perhaps neetnees to add that we refer
to the dicuotttUdur judIdial wtirt Us of
the highest a in gesursey
tion; and that IS t fttutslattfilbe t
will be the source of constant Werpoos.
on•stascc mit neat now.
-4trzelit,
Day
&Arm
The oboes refers to WEBSTER'S
INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY
THE GRAND PRIZE
(the highest award) to the 2ntarna•
tlonal at the World's Louis
GET THE Ale BEV'
reagelre fatervetal ossr
G. & C. MERRIAM 00.e
MoitiritrarTIliwts.
Bay anything and Sell everything. 
people around are sending her good
till-220 Court Street: Old Phone 
things to. eat; they bring it into her
• room, and the sick woman says: 'Just
134A.
a yr
NOTICE
ems Ruselmoy.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney it-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, y
New 'Phone 49o.
SPEC ALTISS:
Abstrsating of Mike,
!tsars:um, Corporation sad
&cal Estate Lrw.
OLIVER. OLIVER It ICOMEGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Reston, Kr, rear bad
Marshall Comity; Paducah, Kr
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone 114. d- Old 'Phone 484
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
RAILWAY BULLETIN
Asheville, N. C.,—Missionary Con-
ference Protestant lipnicopal church.
Dates of sale October 22nd and 23rd,
1906, limit Noverele.r 5th, 1906.
Birmingham, Ala., Home Coining
Week: Dates of sale October t4th
and r5t1b, 1906; return limit October
2131, 1906. .By depositing ticket and
paying fee of so cents an extention
to November 21st, .1906 may be ob-
tained. Round trip rate $9.35.
Memphis Tenn., International
Convention Brotherhood of St. An-
drew: Dates of sale October Isth,
6th, 17th and rfith, Iwo; return limit
)etober vat, 1,906. By depositing
ticket and paying fee of so cents an
tention :o November 30th, 1936
ay be obtained. Round trip rate
5,25.
New Orleans, La.—Biennial meet-
gliaMONUAMA oNalr ow,. 
the dinner table, and the servants eat
TION. 
"."'" it up. She hardly ever sees the food.
See how the ladies go to see her! By
and by the doctor says we must shut
The heavenly twins on this mun• off all company. • Then they 
muffle
dane heresurigh 
nts, ate rilli ai?tt thf t the door bell and, the serya. 
go in
Mils &tilt '91 the bade way every hour, asking bow
Mrs. A. is." And 1 said: "Thank'
'
• take it out into 
thedining roam.
They take it in and set it down ort
God, I think I have been in one com-
munity that is good to the sick!" But
out In the suburbs, an the hillside is
poor Sister Snipe. I never heard the
doctor say she must not have any
more company; I never heard of any-
servants going down to find aut how
poor Mrs. Sitipe was. No one went
there bearing her good things to eat.
And when I got through the serm'5n
a poor old soul came add took me by
the hand, and said: "You just told
them the truth; that is what they do."
And I asked: "What is your name?"
And she said: "My .nathe is Snipe."
And sure enough her name was Snipe
and she lived on the hillside, and
they had been treating her that way.
Let me say to you, if you can't help
but one family in town, let that be the
family which needs the help.
I tell you what tickles me; to see
an old sinner come in and pull out an
old lame, dwarf member of the church
and lay him down and measure by
him. "Look here, boys; I am as long
and broad and good as this member
of the churchl" I would die, if I was
a decent man, to lay myself dawn by
the side of such a man. Why don't
you go and pick out one of these
grand old Christians? You would
!oak like a rat-terrier lying by the
side of an elephant. You quit meas-
uring by these dwarfs.
I have heard it said that a big nose
w 
good thing; it was a sign of in-
tellectuality; a ec that a big mouth is a
sign of character—of great character;
a big chin is a good sign—a sign af
courage; big ears are a sign of gen-
erosity. I expect some of you pas-
tors ought to get some ear fertilizer.
There are more little 'possum-eared
church members over this country
than you can count. I want to tell
you, bethren, that if takes more mon-
ey to run one old red-nosed drunkard
than it does to run any member of
the church.
The gospel is a line of wagon shops
on the way to heaven. I rolled my
old broken down humanity under the
wagon shop .if the cross; and in a few
minutes I was fixed up from tongue
to coupling pole. And I rolled out.
but I didn't get a mile before down
went a wheel. I looked up the road-
side and saw a shop, and the wagon
maker said: "Bring your wagon
here and I'll fix it." I didn't go two
miles before smash went an axle
Then I broke the tongue; and from
the breaking and mending I don't
think that by this time I have a linch
pin left of the wagon I started with.
There are pl!nty of people that
want to go to heaven on their own
schedule. They want to drink a lit-
tle, lie a little, and garrable occasion-
ally. Everybody in this country has
an old aching tooth, 'and the first
dentist that won't hurt them they
are goinjeto have to pull is, out. I
have been hunting a painless dentist
for a long time, but they don't live
in this country. They might fill you
with laughing gas and pull your head
off,
A great many people object to
pointed preaching because it pains
them they say. This suggests the
etory of the old lady whose daugh-
ter's tooth ached. She sent for a dent-
ist. He came and pulled out a pair
of big, old-fashioned forceps. The
old lady screamed out, "don't put
them things in my daughter's mouth;
pull it with your fingers!" That
would be mighty nice if it could be
done. God bless you all! If you will
let me get the old gospel forceps hold
of these teeth, I will bring them out,
but I cannot pull then with my fin-
gers. I want that understood.
Most people are good because of
the police force.
Certain folks _raise $50,000 horses
and 50-cent children.
If 'a boy won't learn by moral sua-
sion work on his pride. If the latter
fails, work on his hide.
I was raised an the prayer-anil-
hickory plan.
A cigarette has fire at one end, a
fool at the other. and hell in the  mid-
dle.
Some Needed Legislation.
There ought to be a law prohib,t-
ing the crushing of mint in the com-
pilation of a mint julip. says the Lou-
i,ville Courier-Journal.
There ought to be a law forbid-
ding the use of the doggerel known
as "baby" tallt or "goo-goo" talk to
infants, on the ground that it retards
the progress of young Americans in
the mastery of real English.
It ought to be declared a felony
for any one at the theatre to tell his
companion ._"what's coming next."
A law sllould declare it perfectly
proper for a clergyman to say some-
thing besides "Fudge!" when he hits
tit a golf ball, and plows up a ton of
eat th.
It should be illegal for a preacher
to reiterate his text more than fifty
times In the nourse of one sermon, or
to go higher than the "thirtiefhly"
in his enumeration of points to be
made.
It should be illegal for a preacher
any group of women to discuss the
servant problem more than one hour
at tinie without a change of sub-
ject, unless they first obtain a writ-
ten permission of the president of
the United States.
H. B. Irving, at a Liverpool stage
club, on the eve of his departure for
New York. said it was naturally an
anxious and critical moment in an act-
or's career when he made his first ap-
pearance before 27k audience of the
great nation and spoke and—as yet,
he believedv—epelleet his awn lan-
guage.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 30, 1906.
SOUTH LOUND No. tot
Leave Cincinnati  8:ao am.
Leave Louisville  12:01 p.m.
Leave Owensboro . 
LAINC ?knee Branch  • 2:28 p.m.
Leave Central City 
Leave Nortonvflle 
1423: 3 U8: '5o p 
p.m.
ca.111Leave Evansvilie 
Leave Nashville 
Leave Hopkinkville 
Leave Pir'leeton
Arrive Paducah
Leave Padusah  
Amive Felton 
 4:55 p.m
 6:zia p.m.
• 6:1g p.m.
7:20 p.m.
Arvire G:bbs, Tenn.  8:o6 p.m.
Arrive Rives -. 8:13 p.ni.
Arsiye Jacksen
*.rive Memphis 
Astive New Orleans 
1:ro p.m.
10:35 a.m.
NO1RTI1 BOUND
Leave New Orleans 
Leave Memphis 
Leave Jackson, Term. 
Leave Rives
Leave Fulton 
Arrive Paducah 
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Princeton 
Arr,ve Hopkinsville 
Arrive Nashville 
Arrive Evansville 
Arrive Nortonville 
Arrive Central City 
Arsive Horse Rtanch 
Arrive Owensboro 
Arrive Louisville 
Arrive Cincinnati 
No. 102
7:10 p.111.
CO a.m.
8:cr7 a.m
ao:15
11:20
11 :35
13:3p
6:15
9:25
3:45
1:38
2:05
3:16
'4:55
5:35
9:15
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m
p.m
p.m
p.m.
p.m.
p.m
p.m.
No. 103
69:703
12:08 am..
94T47405 pea.:01.1
71:004o 
p.m.
2:27 AM.
3:40 a.m.
315 a.m.
: am.
454051 2111.
m.
7t15 a.m.
a.m.
8:aols
9:15 a.m.
8:5o p.m,
10:10
11:58 p.m.
12:35 a.m.
143 a.m.
13:4:083 aam.
5:2o a.m.
8:to a.m.
945 a.m.
3451 a.m.
noos
12:01°11.1 aa r.• m:.
8:oo
7:50
--•
No. 111
7:30
0:0o
:eg
tr:3o
1:28
daos
11:20
2:35
4:15
4;20
6:oe
•
210.
ate,
a.m.
Cern.
a.m,
aan.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.01.
No. 122
 •
•
 •
 p...
6: am,
7:40 taL.
7:so am.
9:29 a.m.
te:3g
:go a.m.
11:55 ja.
"4:35 11-014
4:55 PAL
IT. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Carbondale 
Arrive Chicago  6:30 a.m. 6..3o a.m.
Arrive St. Louis  8:30 p.m. 7:x• a.m.
No. 306 No. 374
1240 p.m. 4:20 11.11L
4:25 p.m. 8:40 p.m.
-••••11.
•
•
•
SOUTH BOUND
Leave, St. Louis 
Leave Chicago 
Leave Cabondale 
Arrive Paducah 
No. ps No. 375
7:45 am. 9:40 p.m.
2:30 a.m. 6:20 p.121.
1140 1L.m. 7:05 a.m.
3:35 p.m. 11:00 am.
CAIRO-NASHVILLE L.
NORT BOUND iol-&n 135-835
Leave Nashville  8:io a.m.  
Leave Hepkinsvilte  tz:ao am. 640 cm.
Leave Princeton  2:35 p.m. 745 a.M.
Arrive Paducah  4:15 Dm. 9:25 a.m.
Leave Paducah  6:15 p.m. 9:30 a.m.
Arrive Cairo 1  745 p.m. 11:10 a.na.
Itreve St. Louis  7:20 am 4:30 eln
Arrive Chicago  6:30 sin. 9:30 I) m
•••111
SOUTH BOUND sas-Suu 1,36-836
Leave Chicago  6:26 p.m. 9:45 a.m.  .
Lease StLeois   11:40 p.m. 1 :so p.m. .
Leave Cairo  6:oo a.m. 5:55 Pm  .
Arrive Paducah  745 a.m. 7:40 P.m- .
lbeve Paducah  7:30 a.m. 3:PO p.m. .........
Arrive Prir.cet00  9:11 0 am. 4:45 Pm.  •
Arrive Hopkinsville ..,  6:io p.m.
Arrive Nashville  925 P.m- — 00000 0.04
Trains marked (10) run &Ay except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Trains zo3 and to4 carry through sleepers between Gneinnad.
Memphis and New Orleans; Pains tot and x00 sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Elot and 822 sleepers betweee
Padicah and St. Louis. Train not compacts at East Cairo with Chicago
aleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah. Ky.
R. M. PRATHER. Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Padecah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lo neville, Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., adage,
W. H. BRILL. D. P. A., St Lad& gis
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.
REAL EFTA FE AGENCY
MDUC.otti REAi. ESTP WESTERN KENTUCE.Y FARM ;. diSSA
WOrniLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INYMTMENT. wirram
ICIEWUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE i1ST
num TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
LOG • W. WEITTEMOR,E.- IP.....d•aussia. Me.
.) E. COULSON,
...P LUMBINL.
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Itoie 133. '2C1 N. Third
selleggNIbNenelnellellteendelifeledlef111401 41114GaeLmelle4104W-410401
The Register, delivered, 'Oc per week
-
S
—
41 OW'
4
LANGSTAFF-ORM MANUFACTURING
Ineerperstst
t`
Flociiing, Ceiling,
Siding
Finish
Lath , .
aalkBEECH 4141) Okli FLOORING, END:MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND--OUR OWN MAKE
We Are Making. Very Low Prices on House Bills. 438 South Second
MPANY
th Phoner.
Yellow
Pine
Il  Gum M Ash B Maple
Poplar Beech Waut E
REX4 BM FIGHT TO
COLD TABLETS CONTROL 11 GI
CURE LA GRIPPE, PREVENTCOLDS, RELIEVES • COUGHS,PEVERISIT CONDITIONS ANDHEAD A C HES ASSOCIATED
WITH A COLD. LIKE ALL
EXAM., REMEDIES MONEY
CK IF NOT SATISFIED.
• MTHERSONS
DRUG STORE
FOURTH AND BROADWAY
RIVER. NEWS
Cairo 18.7, 1.3. fall.
Orattanooga, 5 7, as, fall.
Cincinnati, 13.4, 0.3. .fall.
Evansville, 9.8, 0.1, fall.
Florence, 4.8 0.4. fall.
Johnsonville, ot, i.r, fall.
Louisville, 5.6, al, fall.
Mt. Carmel, 1.6, at, fall.
Nashville, 10.0, 0.4, fall.
Pittsburg, 6.4, 02, fall.
Davis Island Dam, 5.7, to I, fall.
St. Louis, 7.6, 0.3, fall.
Mt. Vernon, pi, o.t, fall.
Paducah, 11.8, 1.2, fall.
Burnsids,, 2.0, 0.2, fall.
Carthage 38, o.5„ fall.
The towboat Inverness got out for
the Cumberland river yesterday af
ternoon after ties.
The Russell Lord is due from the
fr; nnessce river today with ties.
The steamer Georgia Lee left Mem
phis yesterday and gets here to-
morrow morning on her first trip
since resuming her trade from Mein-
Floc to Cincinnati
The steamer Clyde got away yes-
ti7day for the Terme:see river. Sht
comes back again next Monday night.
The steamer Kentucky comes out
o: the Tennessee rfver tonight and
la)s until 5 o'clock Saturday after-
noon before skipping away on her re
turn trip.
This Morning at E' O'clock the
steamer Dick Fowler skips out for
Cairo. She comes back tonight
about 9 o'clock.
The Reuben Dunbar comes in to-
day_ from Evansville and skips out
Unman-0y on her return that way.
The Henry Harley got out yester-
day foe Evansville and comes back to-
ll. )TTOW.
The Buttorff came, in yesterday
from Clarksville and left immediate-
ly for Nashville.
The Coy of Saltil!D will leave St.
th;s afternoon for the Tennes-
see river and get here Saturday
morning on hcr way up.
There's nothing quite so foolish
a... an angry fool.t
Soules
Balm
For
Chapped
Skin
25c
Favorite in Paducah
!or 30 years.
Now Made and Sold by
R. W. W tLIER CO.,
DRUGGISTS.
Fifth and Emotively.
Both Phones 175.
•
FISH AND HARRIMAN INTER-
ESTS CLASH AT ANNUAL
MEETING AT CHICAGO.
President Declares He Expects
Trouble and Is Ready to Meet It
—Big Squable On.
Chicago, October 17.—Leaders. in
tile contest for the control of the
Winois Central railroad arrived in
Clicato today for the annual meet-
ing of the corporation, which is
scht Juled to commence at 12 o'clock.
President Stuyvesant Fish and his
counsel, J. B. DriU of New York.
were in conference lau night, wh4
continued until early today. MT.
1)111 said two bours before
the time for the meeting of the stbck-
holders:
"There will bt a fight all right. We
expect trouble, but we are ready and
are prepared to meet anything that
may come up."
Another Matter.
William Nels.,n Cornwell of New
York, who is understood to represent
Mr. Harriman in his efforts to se-
cure control of the road, arrived on
the Twentieth Century Limited train
today and when asked said:
"VVIly, there will be no fight that
I know of There is nothing to fight
about."
"It is generally understood, Mr.
Crodairtil, that you represent Mr.
Harriman in his efforts to secure con-
trol of the Illinois Central."
"Ah," said MT. Cromwell. "Well,
that is entirely a different matter and
I must decline to talk about it," and
nothing more would he say.
The fight for the control of the road
will center around the election of
three directors to succeed that num--
her who retire, and a fourth to take
the place of' thelate W. Morton Grin-
nell. The retiring directors are J. T.
Harahan, Cornelius Vanderbilt and
Chas. 1.1. Beach.
PRAYER WORSHIP
WELL ATTENDED
WEEK OF PRAYER CLOSES TO-
MORROW AT METHODIST
CHURCH.
Ladies' Aid Society of Socc'Thd
tist Church "Ccioks" Todsif—R
Shelton Here Sunday.
Tomorrow
Elm ROak
Sash, 
Doors,Blinds 
Interior
Finish
HOUSEBREAKING
CHARGED BOY
+ + + • * • + + • fits• + + + 4 •
POPULAR WANTS. *
1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
••1/.../1/••••
‘VINTED--Two goad press feeders.
Apply Kentucky Minting Co., 121
Scuth Fourth street.
MARSHAL EAKER OF FULTON 
WANTS ROY HAGER WANfED—Any person willing to
ARRESTED, distribute our samples; Sao.00 weekly.
"Empire" co LaSalle St, Chicago.
Mamie Davidson and Ted Bolin FOR RENT—T
wo up stairs rooms
Charged With Scrapping in Third and Kentucky
 Avenue.
Famous Alley—Green Shot. BARKSDAL
E BROS. CO.
WANTED—Colored
hores
Lieutenant Thoma, Potter last
night got a telephone message from
hfarghal Young Eaker of the Fulton
police force, wherein the latter asked
the Paducah officers to arrest Roy
Hager, a 16-Year-old white boy who is
employed aboard the steamer Clyde,
and who is wanted at Fulton on the
charge of housebreaking. The local
authorities could not get the boy as
the steamer left yesterday for its
weekly trip up the Tennessee river.
Tin Can Ailey Scrap.
Mamie Davidson, an 18-year-
married woman, and T. W. Ba
were arrested yesterday afternon tin
the charge of engaging in a fight in
"Tin Can Alley." Both were drinking
locked up - WANTED FOP 
Alert—
at the time, and were
Cursing Charged.
H. H. Jones of Clay street, was
warranted yesterday at the instance
of Mrs. McCormick Who charged him
with cursing and abusing her
Aged Negro Shot
Tom Green, colored, is probably
fatally wounded, and lies in a danger-
ous condition at his home in 1023
North Thirteenth street, as result of
being shot late Trfesday night on
Huntingdon Row, he claims by Lige
Lewis, alias "Pretty Boy," who is
about as years old. . I
Lewis is employed at night at the,
street car barn on West Broadway
and late Tuesday night went to the COLOI
UID D.
home of Alice Perkins, negress, Of No.
ti Huntingdon Row There he etakns -as*" al Allem 
Lira** c•aor.d.
be met Lewis, and they quarreled. I Arrives Today"-Go
rge Leeper
with result that Lewis shot him/ 
Buried.
through the back and lung with a re- •
volver. Green run back to the car 
his people as to what they want done
barn and there fell,, exhausted frorn 
with it He was moved to the hospi-
Able-liedfed unmarried men between
MIS of t1 awe 3s; chimes& of Vaitod
States, of good character ea tempe-
rate beaks, who can *peak reed mid
write Ileglish. For information ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
weed House, Paducah, Ky
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE 8E12
Said ,t
Grey's Islet,
Palmer House Bac
L A. Lagesesrds,
the loss of blood He was later
moved home. Lewis escaped, while
the woman was arrested and fined
yesterday for drunkenness She claims.
she was not at home when the shoot-
ing happened. Green is 65 years
old.
PUPILS' CLUB.
Mrs. Dorian's Scholars Re-Organized
Musical and Literary Body.
pupils of Mrs. John J. Dorian's
te school have re-organized their
teal and literary club for this
olastic term, the officers chosen
being Miss Mary Linn, president;
Miss Mary Dorian, vice-president;
afternoon the "Week of Mims Hazel McCandless, aecretary,
Prayer and Self-denial" will be and Mr. Alfred Leagey, treasurer.
do-sed at the Broadway Methodist i They will give many entertainments
church where the Women's Home this winter for their friends.
Mission society has been conducting '
the gathering ever since last Monday,
with a great degree of success. many
articipating. This afternoon Mrs. F.
M. hb-Glathery is the leader, with
subject for discussion of "Ow Young
People and Children' Mrs J. R.
Lane is the leader tomorrow, and
"The Call of The City" will be up
for discussion,
C.htiec.h Cookings,
The Ladies' Aid society of the Sec-
ond Baptist church will have charge
of the cooking3 today at Rhodes-
i'.urford's r establishment on North
Fourth street. The Temple Isreal
;ad;ee had charge yesterday.
Preaches Here.
Rev. J. C. Shelton of Mayfield, will
prerch Sunday morning and evening
at Tenth street Christian church
sasssms.,
Revival Successful;
Rev. T. J. Owen yesterday morning
returned to Lone Oak, this county.
where ihe is conducting a very stic-
cessful revival meeting, at which
many conversions have already been
effected.
Minister's Son Sick.
Rev. J. T. Cunningham of Prince-
ton, Ky., returned home yesterday
after visiting his mother on North
Sixth street. He was called home by
the illness of his little son, Bois
Osinintham.
-
pri
—Yesterday in Louisville the
Women's Club was lectured to by
Rector David Wright of this city on
"Goethe; The Man and His Enoch."
The Louisville papers devote much
space to the fine talk that he delivered
here last winter also.
11•044 "11114..
Mrs. Lloyd W. Boswell has return-
ed from visiting in Fulton.
Mr. J. G. Beatty and wife left this
morning for Ohio to visit.
at 1754
boy to do
Monroe street.
Ask your Grocer for "Marne Ja"
Flour. Best that's made.
FOR RENT—Rooms furnished,
with or without board. Address "Z"
care RegIster.
LOST—Open faced, filled case
watch, size, 3, witch letter "L" en-
graved inside. finder return to
Paducah Marina Railway sad re-
ceive reward
XNTED—To bn
sloes, large sires.
Kentucky Ave. %It
4
and
IWO
tal Tuesday night from Ed Eaker's
stable on North Tenth •
The body of Arthur Reynolds, col-
ored, will arrive today from St. Louis
Where he was killed by his wife. He
is a Paducah darky.
George I.eeper, colored, was buried
yesterday morning by the under
takers, at Oak Grove cemetery. The
inquest produced a verdict in accord-
ance with the circumstances, that he
died of heart trouble at the Charles
Clark liverx stable on South Third
street.
Isaac Booker, colored, died at
Riverside hospital from weekness,
caused by his coughing, and yester-
day Corner Eaker moved the body
that is being held, pending word from
The smart wedding invitation or an-
nouncement is engraved as simply as
possible ?la/tear:lays, but if the bride
wants elaborate treatment of her
marriage certificate she can have it.
These may be had done by hand and
beautifully illuminated on parchment
or Japanese vellum, and some of the
fall brides are having theirs framed ;
and hung in the boudoir.
The city of St. Petersburg is pro-
ceeding vigorously with the develop-
ment of its urban transportatian sys-
tem. An order has been given for too
British-made electric trolley cars.
"Tides of garotter (Smith)
$1.20 "
 250
500
"The Fighting Chance" (Cham-
bers
We always have the latest
books published and many titles
that can be secured only at our
storm.
"Doc Gordon"(Winitins)
...... ............... 500
$1-20
Some Good Things in Late Books and
New Music
Sold by
D. F. Wilson at Harbour's Department Store
COPYRIGHT NOVELS
"Call of the Blood" (Hick- "Iola," latest intermezzo
ens) $1-20 • .. 300
"House of Defense" (Ben- "Take Me on the Rollers,"son)
NEWEST MUSIC.
song
Attention" a fine march
• .........
"You're the Coaxi• . t
That I Ever Knew,."
• • .. ............. _2,54!
If you hear a new song or a new
instrumental piece, we always
hay. them in stock. Alb get ev-
ANT new piece pabliehed.
al
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
s Horse Power Motor.
3$4 Horse Power Motor.
I Horse Poorer Motor .
1 te Horse Power Motor.
is. Light Drumm
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
tel-is3 No, Fourth Street
Now Is The Time
This Is The Place
.1 sz-rra, e-
306 BROADWAY'
FREE CATALOG DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOL
--MAC
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rest. Let us build the house; you pay fee it usrig
pay rent. Vacant lots in all parts of the city. Nice lets as flin
proposed car extension on Broad to union depot sad on Alas
streets from ilso to km each. Buy now on instalment plot
while cheap. The is the highest ground in the city. Property Is
errrancing madly.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
Laird D. Sanders. Pres. and Mgt- Phone
Dont Wait, 
BUY BEFORE COAL ADVANCES
TOO LONG COAL
GET OUR PRICES UFO'S
Genuine Tradewater
Real Pittsburg
YOU BUY
West Kentucity,Coal Co.
INCORPORATID
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio Both Pkonec--254
•
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